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Too Careless

:0. THURSDAY.

TO

Raton, N. M., May
Cimarron News,
Cimarron, N. M.
wentiemen:
approaching

is,

'14

loe season is now
when

something

should be done in the way of improving the Northern New Mexico
highways. Aside from the
highway I wish to call
attention ot all the towns in this
part ot the state to the fact that recently Katon has secured a change
of two other routes through this
point, one from Texas to Colorado
Springs and the other from Southern Kansas and Oklahoma to the
same place. It has occurred to
me that it might be possible to divert at least a portion ol this traffic 'from Colorado Springs and
Denver to Northern New Mexico
Ocean-to-Ocea-

n

Circle Drive in the best possible
condition as soon as it can be done.
It is expected (hat several thousand
tourists from Texas and Colorado
will pass through Katon during the
present year and if even a small
proportion of these can be divi
to New Mexico points great
benefits will accrue to all towns
through wHch the line runs.
Trusting that a concerted effort
may be made to put the whole road
in good condition and to advertise
it. properly, I am
Yours very truly,
L. S. Wilson.
President Northern New Mexico
Good Roads Association.
--

rt-c- d

Will Have No

High School

Water Right
Lost In The
Sunshine Yy.

The Red River Irrigation project whicb is located ir the Sunshine Valley north of 0.utta, has
lost its water rights curricient to
irrigate 30.000 acres of land, in its
failure to start construction work
in the allotted time. The water
rights have been extended by the
state engineer several times, and
the failure of the company to give Sunday, June 7.
the state 50,000 worth of bonds
to show its good faith in building
the project, is the reason given for
the revoking ol the water rights.
The state land commissioner and
engineer will attempt to inteiest
outside capital to build the project. The Sunshine Valley is one
of the most favorable sections in
xJbe state susceptible to iriigation.

High Court

Contract Closed For Stupendous Advertising Campaign; Sufficient
Funds Practically Assured.

Boy Drowns When

the big land owters
of Colfax countv have appealed
their cases against the county
treasurer to toe state supreme
court. 1,000,000 acres of grazing
land valued at $154,000 as the tax
able value are involved in the cas
es.
ine companies instituting the
suits are; the Maxwell Land Grant
company, Charles Springer & Co.,
Rocky Mouutain Coal company,
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pa
cific Kailway company and a number of other land owners.

He Goes Beyond

In Old Baldy

Depth In Stream

W. P. Mc Intyre of E'town passed through Cimarron, Wednesday
morning for Raton, where he goes
to business matters in
connection with the Deep Tunnei
Mining Co., of E'town.
To the News Mr. Mclntyre stated that work is progressing rapidly at the mine and that ore assayed a few days ago showed that it
would run $40 a ton in gold. Since
the recent assay ore of a much better quality and higher grade has
been struck.

Nor man Cunningham, aged 12
years, was drowned Saturday while
bathing in the Pecos arroya, one
mile east of T.as Vegas.
The boy
ventured beyond his deoth and
sank, despite the efforts of his
companions, several other lads, to
save bim.
The body was discovered by divers. Efforts by a physician to resuscitate the youth were unavail-ihThe boy was the son of Roy
Cunningham, night freight clerk
for the Santa Fe railway in Las
Vegas.

to-atte-

Practically Enough
Moisture For Crops

g.

Robs Grave Oí
Indian Chief; Many

Without Irrigation

Relics Are Missing
A notice posted in Farmington
by the agent of the Southern Ute
agency at Ignacio, Colo., offering
a reward for the conviction of the
thief who robbed the grave of one
Julian Buck, a deceased son of
Buckskin Charley, brings to mind

the last disappearing custom of an
aborigine people.
The custom of burying the personal belongings with the deceased

A. E. Koehler, Jr., publicity
manager for the state at the San
Diego exposition, spent Thursday
of last week in this city completing
the final steps in securing the cone
tract for a
illustrated article on Cimarron and its environs.
This article which will use up four
pages, will appear in pamphlet
form with the rest of the county.
25,000 copies are to be published
from the start and as many more
as will be needed. The pamphlets
sioners.
will be distributed free of charge
Should the plaintiffs win these at the exposition following
each
cases all increases of lands and lecture on Colfax county.
other taxable property will be upThe four page article on Cimarset.
ron and its environs will give the
Key City more publicity than can
be derived through any other way
of like nature.
The publicity will
Clean-U- p
reach a class of people that we
could not hope to reach any other
way and it is well worth the price
of $300, which must be paid. Of
this sum all but $75 has been raised, and but few people have been
interviewed. Any one desiring to
make a donation towards defraying
this small amount can do so by remitting to any of the following:
Dr. Bass, John Livingston, A.
Today, Thursday, is clean-uW. Vasey, C. M. Rohr, Geo. E.
day in Cimarron, according to the
Remley, Alb. E. Schroeder, H. A.
proclamation of Mayor Bass. In
Funke
and Perfecto Cordova. The
all parts of the city residents have
agreement was entered into by
cleaned their premises thoroughly
these men to guarantee the amount
and teams were kept busy hauling
and it is their duty to raise the nethe refuse to the dumping grounds.
cessary amount for the pnblicity.
With little work the premises have
This publicity comes at a time
been much improved in appearance
when it is most needed and not a
and those who pass through here
citizen of Cimarron should hesitate
will gain an impression of the san
itary conditions as they exist in to bear part of the expense of putting the Key City on the map as
the Key Citv.
the best town of its size in the
It is one thing to have a olean
state. It is casting bread upon the
town and another to be appreciatwaters which will return manifold.
ed; where both prevail, the right
Mr. Koehler departed Friday for
chord has been struck for future
his home in Albuquerque where he
prosperity.
will complete bis plans for the publicity campaign in other sections
of the state.

Is Honored

In Cimarron
p

'

High Grade Copper

Mined On The

Mystic Properties

d

Pig Industry
A Big One

s

The Mvstic Mine, located on the
top of Baldy Mt. , 12000 feet above
the sea, is producing some high
grade copper ore. On Wednesday
ampies of the ore were brought to
this city and shows veins of almost
pure copper. The Mystic Mine is
located 2000 feet perpendicular
above the Deep Tunnel properties.
Mr. Wilkerson is in charge of the
property and is doing some valúa
reside at Colmor, has been appoint- ble work for the company in develed a naval cadet to enter the naval oping it at a rapid rate.
ilization.

academy at Annapolis, Maryland.
80 th 320 acres by its owner W. J. Congressman Morgan and Senator
ot Oklahoma were instruLinwood.
The mesa is reputed to Owen
well was kicked over the left by
mental in securing the appoint- one of the horses. He lay unconbe a productive wheat belt.
Raton Snapshots
ment for the young man.
scious on the ground tor more than
Fel Hubb. rJ, 31 years old. A concreta bridge is being built an
hour before be regained bis nordied Thursday evening at the Hub
Rc
The
larga
over
Tayarroya
on
the
mal
the
condition.
bard home. He was an invalid.
It s
train was derailed Ti
lor Springs road two miles east ol
L. S. Patterson of La Dura,
west of Des Moines, causing three
Springer. George King is doing Mexice is feeding
5000 head of catSpringer Spasms
the work with an assistant.
tle near Springer. The cattle are
While driving tame horses to being shipped to Moniana for fatment.
John Spaulding, whose parents the river for watering, Lee Cald- - tening purposes.
east-boun-

four-pag-

Day

back into the dawn of civSan Juan county having
ample proof of the custom in its
mauy ruins of the ancient Aztec
Indians, who once peopled this
part of the state. In almost every
one of the ruins the skeleton of a
man can be found, together with
several pieces of pottery, filled
with various relics that were doubtless the Aztec's treasures.
reach
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For The Key City

Deep Tunnel Mine

A number of

Striking Good Ore

COLFA

21

Publicity Contract

In 1913 these companies paid
taxes on 1000,000 acres of grazing
land on an assessed valuation of
40c per acre, and the board of
equalization this year raised this
amount to 75c per acre. This the
plaintiffs contend is in conflict with
the law of 1909, which provides
that the state board of euualiza- than three are nominally finished, tion cannot increase the assessed
and that some are less than 10 per valuation of property after it has
cent complete.
been fixed by the county commis

Wheat has enough moisture now
to mature the crop without the assistance of irrigation; while in but
few sections it has not rained sufficiently to produce a record breaking crop. It is practically too late
Continental Team
lor bugs and other pests to do
much damage.
Wheat and other
Will
White
grain crops are nearly ready to
head although on some farms
Sox On Sunday where the crops were sown late, it
has not reached that stage of maturity. The western half of Colfax
county will have a bumper crop
The Continental ball team will
grain
of
as well as fruit of every
go to Springer, Sunday, May 31st
variety.
where the boys will play the White
Sox of that town in the afternoou.
The brick plant is busy with an
With the players will go a large
of 400,000 brick to be used
order
number of local peopie to encourin the construction ol the municip
age the local team in winning the
al building.
game. The Continental team has
The convention of the State Rebeen hard at practice the past lew
weeks and undoubtedly will come tailers associalion Julv 8, 9 and 10
home with winnihg honors.
The will take the plact of the 4tb of
battery tor the Ci rtinerii.il will be July celebration in Raton this year?
Brooke and Maestes. Springer is
The Barrlett Mesa north of Rato play a return game in Cimarron, ton will be sold in
tracts of from

Play

OF

Washington, D. C, May 37.
In an attack on the government's
reclamation policy the house subcommittee on govrrnment appropriations, made a report today
charging that irrigation projects
were iri a state of stagnation; that
the intent of tne irrigation law had
been violated in many important
respects; that much of the reclaim
ed land is in the hands of speculators, and recommending that no new
reclamation legislation be enacted
without provision for annual estimate to be submitted to congress.
The report signed by Representative Borland as chairman, charges
that of thirty-on- e
projects begun
in the last twelve years, noi more

Union Co.

points. The best plan that occurs
to me for doing this is the laying
out and establishing of a route by
way of the Cimarron Canon, Taos,
Santa Fe and back through Las
Vigas to Raton. II we can get
the people coming from Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas to realize the
advantages of New Mexico climate
and the scenic beauty of the Circle
Drive, we can gradually change
The county high school was vot
the traffic which would otherwise ed down in Union county last
go to Colorado to New Mexico. week according to press reports.
This will result in building up sum- The first reports from Clayton had
mer resorts in practically every it that the project had carried but
town along the proposed route and the opposition in the rural districts
bring millions of dollars into the was such that of 19 precincts restate. At the present time the on porting the vote for the high school
ly points benefitted by these tour- was. 121 1, and against
1504.
ists are Clayton, Folsom, Des
Superintendent Errett states that
Moines and Raton and then onh this opposition was due to the fact
by way ol night stops or at the td.it the rural voters felt that five
most a few days spent in Katon. nonths term in the rural districts
It can easily be seen that great ad- is not sufficient preparation for a
vantage will accrue to the state it high school and that they are therethese people are kept within our fore opposed to a county high
borders.
school unless the legislature makes
I would,
therefore, urge that it compulsory for a "seven months
each town along the route working term in every district.
in conjunctiou with thecountv road
boards should use their utmost' endeavor to place every part of the

NO.

KINGDOM

Appealed To

Says Senator
Want Tourists To Visit New Mexico
Points Of Interest; Should Work
With Co. Road Boards.

THE

Tax Cases

About Funds

For Good Highways

MAY 28. 1914.

On Rayado
The Rayado Colonization

com-

pany has on its ranch over 200 little pisrs none of which are more
than three weeks. The pigs are of.
the Poland China type, this being
the only kind on the ranch. The
company last winter shipped ia
100 bead of brood sows from Nebraska and hauled them to the
ranch where, on an average they
are producing seven little ones de-

ducting the lost.
Thirty hog pens have been constructed on the ranch and a larger
number will be built as soon as
time will permit.
Commencing
with next year the owners contémplate the raising of several thousand hogs a year.
The crops on the ranch are looking good and the farmers can irrigate on the mesa.

CIMARRON NEWS.
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF

Mrs. Mary Bj. Plavalle of Chicago
was found dying In the compartment
Of INTEREST TO ALL
of a train when It arrived at A re to,
NEW MEXICO
Italy.
James 8kousen. a mormon colonist
at Colonia Juarei, Chihuahua, waa
Newspaper t; filen New Service.
seized and carried off to tho moun- WHtirn
expects a big fruit crop
Farmington
by
bandits.
tains
season.
this
The dlsttntegratlon of the Huerta
Oil has been found In the Estancia
regime has begun. Prom every aids
comes stories of the defection of sol- valley, near Stanley.

LATE LIVE NEWS

The Southwest's mouth Is watering
diers, officers and even minister.
for Pecos Valley strawberries are
The battered hulk of the new lightship Halifax No. 19 waa found among on the market.
the breakers on Llscomb island, five
The guard force at Fort Wlngatn
miles from the mainland at Halifax, will be Increased by five companies
N. S.
of Infantry from E! Paso.
The commercial department of the
The Utter property Is well known
Chilean foreign office Is organising a throughout New Mexico a on of the
tour to the United States of a party of largest zinc deposits In existence.
Chilean merchants, farmers and min
The game warden receives word
ers, to start next February.
that there are plenty of flh In the
Dispatches from Albania Indicate stream and that they are taking the
that the capital of the new principality bale
Is In danger of attack by insurgent
The big vault of the Demlug Nafollower of Bssad Pasha, former mintional bank, destroyed by fire, waa
ister of war. who waa recently deport- opened and the content were found
ed and went to Italy.
to be uninjured.
The body of John L. Griffith. UnitWork Is being rushed on the big
ed States consul general In London,
was carried on board the Carmaula at plant of the Magdalena Light and
Liverpool for shipment to New York Power Company at the hustling Socorafter having rested in stale in the ro county town.
Another car 600 case of tomatown hall of Liverpool.
at Ijikewood and
A Florentine art student, Pletro toes was loaded
Rossi, arrested at Florence, Italy, on shipped to El Paso, Tex., to be used
suspicion of being the man who shot by the soldier boys.
First class bituminous coal ha been
and robbed Mr. Maty Flavelle of Chisaid In large quancago while she was on a train between discovered, It
Flcrence and Assist, later confessed tities. In the claim of the Gold Top
Mining Company near a Joya.
the crime.
The Copper Zone Mining and MillColonel Roosevelt'
announcement
In New York that he will sail May 30, ing Company of Arizona, a $150,000
to attend hi son Kermtt's marriage at corporation, was granted a license to
Madrid
to Ambassador Wlllard's transact business in New Mexico.
daughter was the first Intimation givAt Santa Fe the Jury In the case of
en to the Spanish court of the
Tranquilino Lucero, charged with Inintention to visit Spain. It troducing liquor into the Indian counwas generally understood he would try, found the defendant not guilty.
not come. There seemed every reaJ. W. McDahiel has sold to P. D. Gibson to think It would not be conven- son hi half section of land lying two
ient for him to leave home again so miles northwest of Rock Island. The
soon after an absence of nine months. consideration 1 reported to be $3,000.
Two models of how the government
SPORT.
ell Its timber will be port of the forStanding at Western I.eaRUr Dubs. estry exhibit in the New Mexico buildWon. Ixisl. Pot. ing at the San Diego exposition in
Clubs
11
Denver

FROM ALL SOURCES
AYING9. DOINGS, ACHIEVE.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS. HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

rvle.

Nwa
WESTERN.

Operation of the first division of Se

otiles municipal street cor system ha

begun.
Kaln fell throughout western Washington extinguishing several forest
fires which had threatened to do great

,
damage.
Charles Hertensteln of 8L Louis,
president of Typographical Union No.
S. was appointed first vice president of
the International Typographical Un-

ion.

Three prisoners were shot by
guards of the Idaho state penitentiary
when they attempted to escape. One
prisoner died. The two other convicts
are expected to recover.
Two men who robbed a MUlerton,
Okla.. bank of $1,400 were killed In a
battle with a posse, and five members
of the posse returned to MUlerton
with the money taken from the bank.
The 5,000 switchmen employed by
the eighteen railroads In Chicago almost unanimoualy favor a strike. If
their demands for changes In wages
and working conditions are no( granted by the roads.
boy was given In court in
A year-olChicago by his mother, Mrs. Pauline
Hubet. as security for a $33 board bill.
The baby was turned over to Mrs.
Rudolph Peterson, with whom Mrs.
Hubet formerly lodged.
That Mr, Maude Stock, wife of Joseph E. Block, wealthy Casper, Wyo.,
oil operator, was her own detective in
obtaining evidence for her divorce
ault. was a feature of the testimony
brought out in Judfe Denison's Court

1

i

tl

8t. Joseph
Sioux City
Des Moines
Omaha
Lincoln
Wichita
Topeka

10

11
14

IS
,11

II
II

1

.(
.11
.IIS

II

II

II

.414
.414
.471
.114
.114

10

IS

11

Chicago University beat Purdue In
the dual track meet at Marshall field,
Chicago. 69 to 48,
Rasebs.ll on Sundays is legal in the
capital. Justice Could of the District
Supreme Court decided.
Miss Helen Morton, a voung, beautiful and wealthy society girl of Chicago, emphatically denied at Warrenton,
V i
that she had eloped with H. Clay
Bailey, the
Virginia horse
man, or anv one else.
Oswald Kirkby of the Knglewood
Country Club, defeated Walter J. Tra-v- l
of Garden City at Englewood. N. J,
by 3 up and 1 to play in the final 36
holes round for the Metropolitan Golf
Association championship, which ho
hac played for annually since 1906.
Fred S. Cameron of the Illinois Athletic Club won the
crosscountry run of the El my ra A. C. at
Chicago In the fast time of 28 minutes,
C. Christensen of the
20 seconds.

In Denver.
years
William A. Drew, ninety-threold. u member of Doulphan's expedition to Mexico and a veteran of the
Civil War, died at his home In Rose-dale- ,
a suburb of Kansas City, on the
anniversary of the conclusion of the Doniphan expedition to
e

sixty-sevent-

Saltillo.

well-know-

Mrs. Anna Valentine, wife of L. L.
Valentine, a Chicago furniture manufacturer, was awarded a Judgment for

against the Northern Pacific
railroad at Seattle, because of the loss
at a little finger, which wax crushed
by a spring door in April, 1911, while
she was traveling from Portland to
Seattle. t
$0 nun

five-mil-

WASHINGTON.
William O. Bradley, U. S senator
from Kentucky, died in Washington
after a lingering Illness aggravated by
a fall.
The House of Repreeentatlvea, In an
effort to rush through the second of

Danish-America-

n

and Sydney

A.

Hatch,

C.

I

e

e

was second,

Illinois

third.

the administration's anti trust measures, is holding night sessions.
General Punston reported to the
War Department that the sick rate
among the soldiers at Vera Crux Is
1.49 per cent and 1.10 per cent among
the marines.
Secretary Bryan and Ambassador
JuHserand virtually reached an agreement upon terms of a peace treaty
which shortly will be signed by the
United States and Prance.
Absolute monopoly of transportation
Under government regulation and control was suggested by Charles g. Mellen, former president of the New York.
New Haven and Hartford railroad to
the Interstate Commerce Commission
as the solution of the American rail
msd problem.
A threatening complication to mediation conference at Niagara Palls, Out..
removed when definite won
reached the State Department that
Vice Consul John R. Sllllman. arrested
at Saltillo and long sought for, had arrived safely at Mexico City, accom
pauied by the British vice consul at
Saltillo. MacMlllan.
General prospects for a large yield
of fruit of all kinds, with the possible
exception of peaches, have not been
equaled at any time within the past
decade, save In 1M!, according to the
report of the United States Chamber
of Commerce committee on statistics
and standards on the condition of fruit
m of May S last The report deals
with all fruits of commercial importance. Including apples, peaches, pears,
plums and prunes, grapes oranges,
lemons, grapefruit, strawberries, cherries and the like.
The Senate passed the agricultural
appropriation bill which It received
from committees nearly a month ago.
It carries about 119.700.000.
a little
more than the House provided.
Moxlco City dispatches to diplomatic sources reported that when con
st.tutioualtat troops captured Teplc
they put to death the entire federal
garrison of 100 officers and men.
Mrs. H. H. geldomridge. wife of
Beldomridge.
left Washington (or Chaiabersburg, Pa., where
her (wo daughters are In school and
they will accompany her to Colorado.

vi

file suit for $141 ,800
COLORADO
B

PEOPLE

RECORD OP THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

w,.t,i n Nwaprr Uaion

STATE NEWS

A.

C,

Robert Fitxsimmons, former world'
champion middle and heavyweight pugilist, was sued for divorce In the Circuit Court at Chicago by Mrs. Julia
Fitzslramons. who charged he had
treated her with extreme and repeated
cruelty since their marriage in San
Francisco In 1903.
GENERAL,

Fire in the business section of Hhv
ton, la., near Sioux City, wiped out a
large part of the business district,
causing a losa of over 130,000.
Dedicatory exercises were held at
Atlanta, fía., by which the homo of

Joel Chandler Harris, the author, was
opened as a permanent memorial to
the folk lore writer whom the world
knew as "Uncle Remus."
To all appearance Theodore Roosevelt has recovered entirely from the
effect of hi
trip into the South
American Jungles. Four day at Sagamore Hill have brought back hi full
meaiure of strength and chased away
the lines which furrowed hi face when
be returned
Cheater B. Duryea, who killed his
father, Gen. Hiram Duryea in their
Brooklyn home rot long ago, is chW
bejeflclary under the general's
made public In New York. Duryea is
now In Ilelievue hospital. A commission has been appointed to Inquire
Into hi sanity.
Former Police Lieutenant Charles
Becker of New York tor the second
time was held responsible by a Jury
for the Rosenthal murder which nearly two year ago awoke New York to
a realization of corruption in the Police Department and opened an era of
police reform.
The steam yacht Noma, with Vincent Altor and hi bride on board,
came in the capes at Norfolk. Va. and
anchored for a while in Hampton
roads. Later ah started up Jamas
river, supposedly bound for "West-over.historic home of William ByrtL
founder of Richmond, for Uie purchase
Of
Indi Autor is said to be nagotiat
"

log.

Gilbert Duthls, an American living
at Pearson, Chihuahua, was captured
by bandits supposed to belong to the
Quo redo bond, according to a m
received at B3 Paso, Tax.

anta

CORPORATIONS

SUE

ft

N. , paper Union Newe Servlee.
N. M. Suit to recover
$141,800 was brought In tho District

Court for Sonta Fé county by two
Colorado corporations against an Albuquerque man, who Is charged with
signing over his real estate holdings
to a Missouri company for the purpose
of hiding his assets.
The suit Is Uiat of the Antero Valley Land Company and the Farmers
Land Investment Company of Colora
do, against B. C Robinson, on whom
service was had In Albuquerque.
The complaint sets out that defendant under representations that are declared to be false, sold to H. C. Ford,
who was associated with Rufu Coy,
8,500 acre of Irrigated lands and water rights In Adams county for the
$2C.0O0 cash and five note of $19,S60
each, which land, plaintiffs now assert,
are worth only $10 an acre.
Ford and Coy organized the plaintiff companies and transferred their
holdings to them and these, represented by Arthur Ponsford and Charlea F.
Camine of Denver, now sue for Uie
repayment of $25,000 and Interest on
the cancellation of the notes and damages to the amount of $20,000 addl
tonal.

Boy Displays Rare Nerve.
Taos. One of the finest exhibitions
of juvenile nerve on record was that
of little Tom Holder, who a few days
ago walked a distance of a mile with
a broken arm and dislocated elbow
and hardly let out a groan. Tommy
may dispute the claim to the belt with
the little Colfax lad who shot himself
in the foot with a target rifle and
didn't let his mother know about it

until next morning.

W. C. T. U. Buys Rum Factory.
Santa Fé. The Woman's Christian
Temperance Union bought for $306,
1915.
distillery
A petition 1b bankruptcy was filled from the United States, the
at Santa Fé by Said Paris, a merchant at Farmington. San Juan county, the
of Pena Blanca. The petitioner gives dryest of New Mexico counties. Ths
been a
bis debts at $2,308.42 and hi assets distillery at Farmington has
thorn in the flesh of the prohibitionat $955.
ists for years, and great was the reC. T. Brown has tendered to Gover
joicing when the United States seized
nor McDonald his resignation as a It and put it up at public sale.
member of the board of regents of
the New Mexico State School of
Fruit Crop Safe In Pacos Valley.
Mines.
Roe well. The fruit crop is safe,
They are reclaiming the desert on a and its going to be a whopper judgtremendous scale in the great Mim ing from reports from all over the
bres basin.: Almost 4,000 acres are In orchard sections. Never before in the
cultivation on the MlesBe projects east history of the bbj red apple of the
of Demlng.
valley were the trees so full of blooms
C. H. Hatcher of Tulsa, Okla., has as for 1914. Never before has so raucn
filed a homeBtead at the station of scientific care been taken of the fruit
Sillo, east of Wlllard, and I also plan- tree.
ning the erection of a salt evaporatiInternes Cause Business Boom.
ng plant.
Gallup. To supply fifteen hundred
William M. Gilliam of Melrose, the
small loaves of bread a week for the
R. F. D. mall carrier out of that place,
4,900 Mexican Internes and 300 U. B.
was killed by the overturning of his
Fort Wlngate the local
soldiers
automobile near C. N. Firestone's bakeshopsat are
running night and day
farm, fifteen mile north of Melrose.
and all other Unes of trade are on the
'
The Republican State Committee jump as a result of the establishment
will meet In Santa Fé early In June of the big camp.
io set the date for the state convention which will nominate a candidate
Another Dividend Paid.
for congressman and corporation comSanta Fé. The traveling auditor's
missioner.
office has been informed that ReceivThe Jury in U. 8. Court at Santa Fé er B. G. Randall of the State Savings
brought in a verdict of guilty in the Bank at Taos has paid creditors ancase of the United States vs. Juanlto other 30 per cent, making a total of
Montoya charged with selling ulquor C6 per cent thus far paid creditors.
to Navajos at Canyon dl San Diego,
Sandoval county.
Hit by Auto; Want $10,000 Damages.
Through her attorney,
Roswell.
A the result of eating a poisonous
weed, Florencio Maes, aged eight Mrs. W. R. Mc Murray has filed a suit
years, is dead, and Francisco Romero In the District Court against L. W.
and Juan Licon, about the same age Forsytbe, asking for $10.000 damages
jf Las Vega are convalescing from an for being knocked down by his automobile.
Illness that nearly proved fatal.
I. N. Shirley has two wells, both
Women Held on Arson Charge.
quipped with windmills, on his place
Demlug. Mrs. Helen R. Heath and
mile north of Estancia, and he can
Irrigate three or four acres of ground Mrs. Margaret Crowell, charged with
in good shape. He put out 175 fruit setting fire to the Clark block on the
trees this spring, including apple, night of May 9 and thus starting the
cherry and plum trees, and say that disastrous fire which destroyed nearly
all are growing nicely.
$100,000 worth of property, were given
Forty-twthousand acres of alfalfa a preliminary hearing before Justice
producing land, worth in the neighbor- of the Peace C. C. Rogers and held to
hood of five million dollars, and pro- the next grand Jury' In the sum of $1,
ducing In the neighborhood of a mil- 000 bond each, which was furnished
The arrest of these women Is one of
lion dollars worth of alfalfa and alfalfa seed each year Is represented by the the biggest sensations In the history
membership o( the Southwestern Fed- of Demlng, as both are prominent
eration of Alfalfa Growers and .Ship- Mrs. Heath being the wife of the chair
pers, organized at Pecos, Texas. Grow- man of the county road board. The
ers in Hit Pecos and Rto Grande val- complaining witness is attorney R. B.
Ryan of Silver City, representing the
leys of New Mexico are Included.
estate and also several Insur
Antonio J. Martinez of Alcalde, N. Clark
M
was dismissed by Judge Pops In anea companies Interested.
the Federal Court at Santa Fé on the
Indian Held for Examination.
charge of obstructing the service of
Santa Fé. United States Commls
a federal process by having an Indian
special deputy disarmed and arrested. iloner Men in T. Dunleavy, held Vie
the Jemes Indian
The court released the defendant aft- toriano Gachlpin,
er giving him a lecture on the deter- who shot Paacual Toya, another Jemes
mination of the government to protect Indian In tbe leg while out rabbit
all officers engaged In putting a stop hunting, Toya dying two days later
to the liquor traffic among the In- from blood poisoning caused by tbe
wound, for a preliminary investigation
dian.
The Ellxabethtown mining district
Spsndlng $6,000 on Roads
in Colfax county, one of the oldest In
Nearly $4,000 for labor
Carrixoso.
the west, promises to again become as and material for count; roads was
milIn
days
active as
the olden
when
paid at the recent meeting of the road
lions upon millions of the yellow gold board and an appropriation of $1,300
metal were taken out of the Mother was made to be spept on the
Earth.
road.
Up to May 16, fifteen thousand
Mossman a Patriot
votes were received at Santa Fé for
Santa hV Captain E. A. Mossman
the choice of a state flowor, divided
as follows- Cactus 3,220; wild rose, of Artesia, Eddy county, has offered to
Ml 9: swet pea, 1.806: yucca, 1.6GS: raise 600 troops and equip them at his
eobmos, 1,191; primrose, 1,001. The own expense for war in Mexico. He
rest of the rotes are scattered among made the proffer to Governor McDan
aid.
fifty other flowers.
Otero-Lincol-

-

ARRITRATIONISFAVORED
8ENATOR KENYON URGED IMMEDIATE ACTION TO FORCE

SETTLEMENT.
WMttrn Newspaper Union News Servlca.

Washington

Mr. Helen L
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REMARKABLE

CASE of Mrs. HAM
Declares Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Saved Her Life
and Sanity.

MRS. GRENFELL
TELLS PRESIDENT DETAIL8 OF COAL
8TRIKE TROUBLE.

n

Santa Fé,

t

i

BEEN MALIGNED

C. ROBINSON.

Man Accused of Attempt to
Hide Asset by Transferring
Real Estate.

Wetter

COLORADO HAS

ll

of Denver, vice president of the
Law and Order League of Colorado,
presented to President Wilson a detailed statement of the coal strike situ-

Shsmroek, Ma "I feel It my duty
public the condition of my
health before using
your medicine. I bad
falling-- , inflammation and congestion,
femáis weakness,
pains in both sides,
backaches and bearing down pains, was
- short of memory,
nervous, impatient,
passed sleepless

to tall the

and had
nights,
--

ol'h-e
nor
.ler,p-tenergy. There was always a fear and
ation, contending that exaggerated ac- dread in my mind, I had cold, nervous,
counts of the trouble had been given weak spells, hot flashes over my body.
publicity.
I had s place in my right side that was
Mrs. Grenfell and the organization so sore that I could hardly bear the
she represents Insist that Colorado weight of my clothes. I tried medicines
should handle ita internal affairs. She and doctors, but they did me little good,
did not, however, favor a proposal to and I never expected to get out again.
withdraw federal troops Immediately. I got Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
She favored arbitration under certain Compound and Blood Purifier, and I certainly would have been in grave or in an
government direction.
President Wilson listened for half asylum if your medicines had not saved
an hour to Mrs. Grenfells presentation me. But now I can work all day, sleep
well at night, eat anything I want, hare
and showed much interest.
Senator Kenyon In a conference with no hot flashes or weak, nervous spells.
President Wilson also urged that Im- All pains, aches, fears and dreads are
mediate steps be taken to end the gone, my house, children and husband
are no longer neglected, as I am almost
Colorado coal strike by forcing a setentirely free of the bad symptoms 1 had
tlement of the disputed questions.
"Colorado haa been greatly ma before taking your remedies, and all is
ligned," said Mrs. Grenfell, on emerg- pleasure and happiness in my home."
Mrs. Josnt Ham, R. F. D. 1, Box 22.
ing from her interview with the PresiShamrock, Missouri.
dent. "I have come to Washington
If you want special advice writ
for the purpose of impressing that fact
Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co.,
upon the President. The Law and Or
der league Is an organization of one (Confidential) Lynn, Mass.
thousand women. Our mission as loyWhen a fellow Is as straight as s
al citizens of the state is the upbuilding of our commonwealth. We de- string it seems natural that the girls
plore the activities of those who are want to tie up to him.
engaged In spreading broadcast exagDr. Pierce's Pellets, small,
gerated tales as to recent disturb
to take as candy, regulate and invigances. Colorado is not to be blamed easy
orate stomach, liver and bowels and cure
for what has taken place. Our state, constipation. Adv.
unfortunately, has been chosen as the
3
battleground of an Interstate IndusLimit of Courtesy.
Japan's new prime minister, Count
trial warfare.",
Mrs. Grenfell
submitted several Okuma, has a wooden leg. It replaces
documents to President Wilson In re a limb which was blown off by the
latton to the recent Incidents, in a bomb of a political assassin. In condispassionate Investigation she had nection with that outrage, a story Is
found plenty to offset and discredit told which goes far to support the
stories in which the militia and Gov- claim that is made for Okuma that he
Is the
ernor Ammons were blamed.
man In Japan.
'President Wilson listened atten After the explosion, which had killed
tively to my statements," said Mrs. his servants and horses, besides shatGrenfell, "and expressed bis willing- tering his leg, he was lying in his ofness to aid by restoring condition in fice in an agony of pain, yet he was
Colorado to a status where the federal able to say smilingly to a foreign
troop could be safely withdrawn."
statesman who was taking leave of
him, "Excuse me, sir, for my ImpoliteMsy Arrest Dictator to Halt' Orgies. ness In not seeing you to ths door."
Vera Cruz. According to report Pall Mall Gazette.
from Mexico City, General Blanquet,
minister of war, will arrest Huerta
Gave Hecklers a Chance.
because of the latter's latest drunken
At one time the Republicans of Chipranks in ordering men in the peni- cago were out and were fighting Detentiary to be shot. Blanquet, it is mocracy on Industrial conditions and
said, ha prevented many such shoot-IngB- , the putative helplessness of a situabut there Is fear that Huerta tion which did not let the Republicmay issue some other crazy order to ans in. A parade was started off and
a subordinate weak enough to carry It was well on Its way nearly to the
out. Tbe program is said to be for file closers when a ward boss saw
Huerta to throw himself upon the pro- that two lighted transparencies lacked
tection of the British minister, ,who carriers. He looked around hurriedly
will arrange to get him out of the and noticed that one of his retainers
country.
was Idle. "Here," he yelled, "shoulder this and get In Une." Tbe shangRoosevelt Visits Washington.
haied recruit waa a gambler who
Washington. Colonel Roosevelt re- busied himself In ward politics on octurned to Washington Tuesday on one casions, but for the most stuck to his
of the few visits he has made since trade when trade was possible. As he
he left the White House.
hoisted the lighted legend, "Open up
the mills and factories," there was a
Commander Reamy Dead.
chorus of derisive yells from the side.
L
Washington.
Commander
walk: 'Never mind the mills. Open
Reamy, retired," of the navy, died here up the poker games."
of neurosis. He was retired in 1900
and was 66 years old.
sugar-coate- d,

I

HOME RULE

FOR IRELAND.

Commons Passes Bill Third Tims and
Lords Cannot Exercise Veto.
London. Tbe Irish home rule bill
passed Its third reading in the House
of Commons by s majority of 77. The
vote was 351 for and 274 against
The closing scena In the fight for
home rule brought together a crowd
of members and spectators which
filiad the chamber to Its capacity.
Outside, great crowds gathered to
await the result of the debate on the
third reading of the bill.
The House was seething with excitement from the moment the speaker
took tbe chair. Members of the va
rtous parties Indulged In loud out
bursts of cheering when their respec-

tive champions entered the chamber,
while at the same time mocking ban
lit was shouted from the opposite
benches.
The home rule bin now having
twice been enacted by the House of
Commons, goes to the House of Lords,
which latter body must pass the sam
Into law.
Arrests After Fight at Weston,
Trinidad A detail of United States
troops was sent out to quell a minor
disturbance which took place In the vl
elnlty of Weston. According to reports
received by Colonel Ijockert. four men.
said to be strikers, and two men, said
miners, had a fight In
to be
which rocks were thrown and a stout
club used to good advantage by one of
the two men who claim to have been
attacked. No one was badly hurt, and
tbe six men were rounded up by
mounted soldiers and turned over to
the pesos officer at Weston.
Six

non-unio-

Toastie
Flavour

A Winner
Every day many are finding
out that

Post
Toasties
are different from other "ready
to eat" foods. It's in tbe
making.

Toasties are carefully

cooked bits of choicest Indian

corn toasted to an appetizing,
golden-brow-

n

crispneBS.

Care and time in toasting
and the delicate flavoring
make this crisp
ded
corn-foo-

lightful.

Post Toasties ready to cat
direct from the sealed package,
with cream and sugar to taste.
sold by Grocers,
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SYNOPSIS.
Vfcrney, wire of a
hu lost one don and
of the corr.mlaftton from
flylfiK from wound, She returl
her consent for Wlltrod. the j
rut. to
The
federal' "áre' mail"-- ' "'heir?;
mtiniilt
In an effort to capture Rlchm
Kdlth
Varney Hcuna from Preside
avie a
In Just
eommlaeion for C'apt. Thome.
of the
r"ovrtng from wounda. aa r
lelerraph at Richmond. Ca
rhorne
telle Rdlth he haa been ord
She declare he muat not ko nnd telle
dent Ha la etranftely aaitated and declare he cannot accept. Thorne decide
to eacape while Kdlth leaver the room to
get the eommlaeion. hut la prevented by
the arrival of Caroline Mltford. Wilfred'
sweetheart. Mr. Arrelaford of the Confederate aecret service, a rejected suitor
of Edith's, detect Jonaa. Mr. Varney'a
butler. carrying a note from a prisoner
In I.ll'hy prison. Arreleford suspect
It
Intended for Thorne. The note reads:
"Attack tonlsht. Plan 3. Use Tele- I
ArreTsford declares Thorne
Ciph." Dumont
of the Federal secret
ervlce. and that hi brother Henry la a
prisoner In IJbby. Edith refuse
to
f
and suggest that Thorne be confronted with the prisoner aa a test.
Caroline and Wilfred collaborate on a letter to the general asking permlaalon for
Wilfred to join the army. An order comes
from General Varney for Wilfred to report to the front at once. Rdlth
forccJ
to carry out her part In the teat of
Thorne. She give him the message taken from Jonaa, which he reads without
betraying himself. He suspect that be
being watched.
Mm

frnt-rRl-

.

1

be-le-
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CHAPTER

IX.

The Shot That Killed.
glance through the window
showed Captain Thorne that the yard
beyond, which had been empty all evening, waa now full of armed men. The
corporal had gone out through the hall
door back of the house whence he had
entered. There was no doubt but that
the back windows would be equally
well guarded. The house was surrounded, no escape was possible. He
was trapped, virtually a prisoner, although, for the time being, they bad
left blm a certain liberty the liberty
of that one large room! It was quite
evident to him that he was the object
of their suspicions, and he more than
feared that bis real affiliations had
been at last discovered.
Apparently, there would be no opportunity now 5 which be could carry
out his part In the cunningly devised
scheme of attack. "Plan 3" would
evidently result In failure, as so many
previous plans had resulted, because
he would not be able to send the orders that would weaken the position
The best he could hope for, in all probability, was the short shrift of a spy.
He had staked his life on the game
and it appeared that he had lost
Nay, more (ban life had been wagered, honor. He knew the contempt
In which the spy was held; he knew
that even the gallantry and intrepid
tty of Andre and Hale had not saved
them from opprobrium and disgrace.
And there waa even more than honor
upon the board.
His love! Not the
remotest idea of succumbing to the attractions of Fdl Ih Varney ever entered
his head when he attempted the desperate, the fatal role. At first he had
regarded the arney house and herself as a chesi board and a pawn in
the game. Tbt strength of character
which had enatled him to assume tbe
unenviable pait he played, because of
his country's need, for his ' country's
good, and which would have carried
him through the obloquy and scorn
that were sure to be visited upon him
with daath at tbe end did not stand
him In good stead when it came to
thoughts of her. Until he yielded to
his passion, and broke his
vow of silence, he had fought a
good fight. Now he realized that the
woman who should accept bis affections would compromise herself forever In the eyes of everything she
held dear, even If he succeeded and
lived, which was unlikely.
He had never, so be fancied, in the
least and remotest way given her any
evidence that he loved her. in reality,
she had read him like an open book,
as women always do. He had come
there that nlgbt to get the message
from Jonaa, and then to bid ber goodbye forever, without disclosing the
state of his affections. If he succeeded in manipulating tbe telegraph and
carrying out his end of the project, he
could see no chance of escape. Ultimate detection and execution appeared
certain, and any avowal would thereBut he had counted
fore be useless
without her. Bne had shown ber feelings, and he had fallen. To the temptation of her prtaence and her artless
disclosure, be liad not been able to
make adequate resistance.
A

BYRON

FONP

OF

CHILDREN

Frances Lady Shelley Describes the
Famous English Poet as
8h Saw Him.
Francea LaO Shelley, who knew
most of the celebrated people between the da! urn 178? and 1817, (Ives
a description of Lord Byron aa she
first saw blm in 1818:
"From Althii'p we went to Colonel
l st h's
Newmarket, for the
oeai
V stayed there a tow
hontiuK

Mto

m

Commmv

He was tbe laat man on earth to
blame her or to reproach her tor that;
but the fierce, Impetuous temperament
of the man was overwhelming when It
once broke loose, and he felt that he
must tell her or die.
Because of his iron
for so long he was the less able to
stand tbe pressure in the end. He
had thrown everything to the winds,
and had told her bow he loved her.
Out there In the moonlight in the
rose arbor, the scent of the flowers.
the southern night wind, the proxlm
ity of the girl, her eyes shining like
atars out of the shadows in which
they stood, tbe pallor of her face, the
rise and fall of her bosom, the flutter
ing of her hand as unwittingly or wit
tlngly, who knows, she touched him,
had Intoxicated him, and his love and
passion had broken all bounds, and
he had spoken to her and she had an
swered.
She loved him. What did
that mean to blm nowT
love makes
Sometimes woman's
duty easy, sometimes it makes it hard.
Sometimes It Is tbe crown which victors wear, and sometimes It Is the
pall that overshadows defeat.
What Edith Varney knew or sus
pected concerning him, he could not
tell. That she knew something, that
she suspected something, had been
n

evident, but whatever her knowledge
and suspicion, they were not sufficient
ly powerful or telling to prevent her
from returning love for love, kiss for
kiss. But did she love hlra in spite
of her knowledge and suspicion T The
problem was too great for his solu
tion then.
These things passed through his
mind as he stood there by the window,
with his hand on his revolver, wait
Ing. It was all he could do. Some
times even to the most fiery and the
most alert of soldiers comes the con
victlon that there is nothing to do but
wait And If he thinks of It he will
sympathize with the women who are
left behind In times of war, who have
little to do but wait.
The room had suddenly become bis
world, tbe walls his horizon, the celling his sky. At any exit he would find
the way barred. Why had they left
him In the room, free, armed, his revolver In his hand?
None but the bravest would have
entered upon buch a career as he had
His nerves were like steel
chosen.
in the presence of danger. He had
trembled before the woman In the
garden a moment since; the stone
walls of the house were no more rigidly composed than he in the drawing- -

tier of the window ha was guarding,
not completely concealing himself bat
sufficiently hid as to be unobserved
except by careful scrutiny Id the dim
light Once more he clutched the butt
of his revolver swinging at his waist.
He bent his body slightly, and ven
the thought of Edith Varney passed
from his mind. He stood ready, powerful, concentrated, determined, con
fronting an almost certain enemy
with the fierce heart and envenomed
glar.ee of the fighter at bay.
He had scarcely assumed this posi
tion when the window was opened,
and a man waa thrust violently
through Into the room. At the first
glance Thorne, as yet unseen, recognised the newcomer aa his elder broth
er, Henry Dumont.
Unlike the two
famous brothers of the parable, these
two loved each other.
Thome's muscles relaxed, his hand
still clutched the butt of his revolver,
he waa still alert, but here was . not
an enemy. He began at once to fathom something at least of tbe plan and
tbe purpose of the people who had
trapped him. In a flash he perceived
that his enemies were not yet In possession of all the facts which would
warrant them In laying hands upon
him He waa suspected, but the final
evidence upon which to turn suspicion
Into certainty was evidently lacking.
He could feel, although he could not
see them, that every door and window
had eyes solely for blm, and that he
was closely watched for some false
move which would betray him. The
plan for which be bad ventured so
much was still possible; he had not
yet failed. His heart leaped In bis
breast. The clouds around his horizon lifted a little. There was yet a
possibility that he could succeed, that
he could carry out his part of the cunningly devised and desperate undertaking, the series of events of which
this night and the telegraph office
were to be the culmination.
A less cautious and a less resourceful man might have evinced some
emotion, might have gone forward or
spoken to the newecmor, would have
at least done something to have attracted his attention, but save for that
relaxation of the tension, which no
one could by any possibility observe,
Thorne stood motionless, silent, waiting; Just aa he might have stood and
waited had he been what he seemed
and the newcomer been utterly unknown and Indifferent to him.
Henry Dumont had been thrust violently into the room by the soldiers
outside. He had been captured, aa
Arrelsford had said, earlier In the
day; he had allowed himself to be
taken. He had been thrust Into Llbby
prison with dozens of prisoners taken
in the same sortie. He had not been
searched, but then none of the others
had been; had he been selected for
that unwonted Immunity alone It
would have awakened his suspicions,
but the Confederates had made a
show of great haste in disposing of
their prisoners, and had promised to
search them In the morning. Therefore Henry Dumont had retained the
paper which later he had given Jonaa,
when by previous arrangement he
made his dally visit to the prison.
He had been greatly surprised, when
about a quarter to nine o'clock a
squad of soldle-- s had taken him from
tbe prison, had marched him hurriedly
through the strewts with which he waa
entirely unfamiliar, and had taken
him to the reaidence section of the
city, and had halted at the back of
He had asked no quesa big bouse.
tions, and no explanations had been
vouchsafed to him. He was more surprised than ever when he was taken
up to the porch, the window was
opened, and he was thrust violently
into a room, so violently that he staggered and had some difficulty In recov-

ering his balance.
He made a quick Inspection of the
room. Thome, In the deeper shadows
at the farther end of the room was
Invisible to him. He stood motionless save for tbe turning of his head
as he looked around him. He' moved
a few steps toward the end of the
room, opposite his entrance, passed
by tbe fsr door opening Into the back
hall which was covered with portieres,
and went Bwtftly toward the near door
The door was
Into the front hall
slightly ajar, and as be came within
range of tbe opening be saw In the
shadows of the hall, crossed bayonets
and men. No escspe that way!
He went on past the door toward
large windows at the front of tbe
the
The Yard Was Full of Armed Man.
houae and In another moment would
room now. It came to blm that there have been at the front window where
The latter dropped
was nothing left but one great battle Thorne stood.
In that room unless they shot him the curtain and stepped out Into tbe
from behind door or window or por- room
for the thousandth part of a second
tiere, giving him no chance. If they
he would the two brothers stared at each other,
did confront him openly
show them that If he bad chosen the and then, In a fiercely Intense voice,
secret service and the Ufe of a spy he Thome, playing bis part, desperately
could flgbt and die like a man and a called out:
He held some lives within
soldier.
"Halt! You are a prisoner!"
Both brothers were quick wltted,
the chamber of hia revolver, and tbey
should pay did they give him but a both knew that tbey were under the
closest observation, both realised that
chance.
In the very midst of these crowding they were expected to betray relationand tumultuous thoughts wnlch ran ship, which would Incriminate both,
through his mind in far, far less time and probably result fatally for one arid
than it has taken to record them, certainly rain the plan. Thome's cue
be beard a noise at the window at tbe was to regard his brother as the prisfarther side of tbe room, aa if some oner whom It was Important to arrest,
'
one fumbled at the catch, instantly and Dumont's cue was to regard hla
Tborne shrank back behind tb nor brother as an enemy with whom It
days. The house is far too small even
for the company It contained
Lord
Byron was thure. Mrs. l.eigh told me
that he spent most of the night writing a poem which Is to be called "The
Corsair." As he did not leave his
room until after midday our Inter
course was restricted
"He Is decidedly handsome and
can be very agreeable. He seems to
be easily put out by trifles and at
times looks terribly savage. He was
very patient with Mrs Leigh's children, who are not In the leaat In awe

He bore their distracting Intrusion Into his room with imperturbMrs. Leigh has
able good humor.
evidently great moral Influence over
ber brother, who listens with a sort
of playful acquiescence. But I doubt
the permanence of their effect upon
hla wayward natura."

of him.

was his duty to straggle
The minds
of the two ware made up Instantly.
With a quick movement Dumont
sought to pass his brother, but with
a movement equally rapid Thome
leaped upon him. shouting again:
"Halt, I Fay!"
The two men Instantly grappled. It
waa no mltnlr struggle that they engaged In, either. They were of about SHAPE AND VIGOR OF FOWLS
equal height snd weight; If anything,
Thome was the stronger, but this advantage was offset by the fact that he Vitality Should Be First Requisite In
Eve. y Domestic Bird Used for
had been recently 111, and tbe two
Breeding Purposes.
fought therefore on equal terms at
first It was a fierce, desperate grapple In which they met As they strug- (By D. J. LAMBERT, Poultry Instructor,
Impulse,
gled, both by a common
reeled toward that part of the room
near the mantel which waa farthest
away from doors or windows, and
where they would be the least likely
to be overheard or to be more closely
observed. As they fought together,
Thome called out again:
"Corporal of the guard, here is your
Corporal of the guard, what
man!
are you doing?"
At that Instant the two reeling
bodies struck the wall next to the
mantel with a fearful smash, and a
chair that stood by was overturned
by a quick movement on the part of
Henry Dumont, who did not know his
brother had already received the Important meKsage. In the confusion of

CopyRhode Island State College.
right, MM)
Careful selection of breeding stock,
eliminating all those showing traces of
weakness, will Insure poultry raieers
s
against
of the mortality
of chlckenbood.
Abounding vitality should be the
first requisite In every domestic fowl
used for breeding purposes.
No matter what class, breed, variety, size or
coat, or how excellent the prize record
or One the plumage, it the bird la lacking In stamina It should never be used
for reproduction. These rules apply
to all kinds and both sexes.
Tbe most vigorous males of common
fowls are Invariably loud c rowers,
proud strutters and ready fighters, snd
a vigorous male can be detected by
the way he carries himself and by
the way he stands upon his feet and
throws out bis chest when he crows.
Other unmistakable signs of vigor are
a straight, upright, bright red comb,
stout beak, broad back and smooth
shanks set well apart.
Hens and pullets of strong vitality
type are generally prolific layers, are
off the roost at dawn and will keep
at work until darkness compels them
to stop. Tbey are always wide awake.
Industrious bueybodles. and in shape
these hens are broad across the hips,
the tall la carried fairly well up and
tbroe-tourtb-

their sise

la

near the average for the

breed.

Snr
"Look Out, Harry!

You'll Hurt Your
If."

the moment, he hissed In Thome's
ear:
"Attack tonight, plan 3, use telegraph! Old you get that?"
"Yea," returned Thorne, still keeping up the struggle.
"They
"Good," said Dumcnt.
are
watching us. Shoot me In the leg "
whispered
"No, I can't do It,"
Thorne.
All the while the two men were reeling and staggering
and struggling
against the wall and furniture. The
encounter would have deceived the

most suspicious.
"Shoot, shoot," said the elder.
"I can't aboot my brother," t hu
younger panted out.
"It la the only way to throw them
off the scent,'' persisted Dumont.
"I won't do It," answered Tborne,
and then he shouted again:
"Corporal of the guara, I have your
prisoner!"
"Let me go, damn you!" roared Dumont furiously, making another desperate effort "if you don't do It, I
will," he added under his breath. "Qlv
me the revolver!"
"No, no, Harry," was the whispered
reply, and "Surrender, curse you!"
the shouted answer. "You'll hurt your

For breeding purposes henB are generally preferred to pulleta because
they are fully matured and possess
stored up vitality after their annual
molt. Furthermore, their second laying year they will lay larger eggs
which produce stronger chickens.
year-olA
cockerel la
often a surer stock getter than an
adult cock because tbe former Is generally more active and sprightly. The
number of hens to one male depends
upon how many eggs are desired for
Incubation and whether the flock is
confined in a yard or haa unlimited
range. It is better to breed only from
the very beet than to Include Inferior
specimens to make up a larger pen.
Four to eight hens, with one cockerel,
is usually better than a large number, especially when space is limited,
and a vigorous male will take care of
forty or fifty hens on free farm range.
So long as both Bexes are strong and
hardy It Is possible to get good results
In breeding from very closely related
stock, which is frequently done by
breeders of show ring birds.

lung.

MAKE

LIGHT

He was one of those Insufferable
young pests who patronize restaurants trying to flirt with stenographers and telephone girls who drop
In about noon for lunch.
Approaching a young woman who waa sitting
alone, he lifted his hat and said
-

suavely:

"I beg your pardon, miss."
"Well?" Interrogated the girl calmly

"Why, er you see. It Is this way.
an engagement with a young
lady whom I have never seen to meat
me here. Now,, are you waiting for
me?"
The girl smiled queerly.
"1 might be waiting for you," aba
said:
"Ah! Indeed," responded the masher, delightedly.
"Yes. You sea, I ordered lobster
and It hasn't coma yet"
I made

SPREAD

ERUPTION

ON

FACE

810 Bast Elm St., Streator, 111. "A
running sore broke out above my
right eye, which spread over my entire face. It started as a small pimple. I scratched It open and the contents of this small pimple ran down
my face. Wherever this ran a new
sore appeared. They Itched and
burned terribly; I couldn't touch my
face it burned so. It dlnflgured my
face terribly and I couldn't be seen
for everyone was afraid of It It
looked like a disease of some kind; It
was all red and a heavy white crust
on It Everybody kept out of my way,
afraid It would spread. I lost rest at
night and I couldn't bear to have anything touch my face, not even the pillow. I had to lie on the back of ths
hod. I was always glad when morning came so I could get up. It was
extremely painful.
"At last I thought of Cuticurs Soap
and Ointment and I commenced using
them. It took three weeks to complete the cure." (Signed) Miss Caro- -

Une Miller, Apr. SO, 1913.
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment
throughout the world. Sample of
free, with 32-- Skin Book. Address
card "Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boston."

sold

each
post
Adv.

Novelist's Romance.
Crockett, the Scottish novelist, whose death Is announced, was
fond of relating among his Intimates
how he met his best of wives. It was
his day of early struggle. He had
written for a london dally review ol
one of Ueorge Mllner's books. Pleased
with the review, which was unsigned
Mr. Mllner communicated with th
writer of It and invited him eventually to visit bis home in Manchester.
In time the Invitation was accepted.
The future novelist of fame fell In
love with Miss Mllner, and a marriage
of perfect happiness was the result
Mr. S. R.

strap-leathe-
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In the first three months of this
year there were 460 arrests for drunkenness in Cincinnati.

Putnam Fadeless Dyes color
water. Adv.

In cold

have

70,004

Holland

trades union

members.
i

Distress
After Eating
not usually caused from
what one eats but from food
not properly digestod and ex
cessive fermentation.
is

Box

Nest Easily Mad.

ing. Two boles In the back of the
box will be quickly made for banging
the neat on nails driven Into tbe side
of the house.
Nests such aa this can be made for
a few centa each, and are convenient
for egg gathering, and sanitary, saya
the Wisconsin Agriculturist. Ten of
these box nests may be tal.en down,
cleaned, sprayed and refilled with
straw, in fifteen minutas. Let the boys
make a set of them. Hens Ilka the
seclusion given by nests of tbe box

Stop Fenneii tauoD
nd yon will not suffer witH
Indigestion of the stomach and
Intestines, for Indigestion affects the other orgsrj of thB
body which makes it necessary
to aid imperfect Digestion.
Booth-Overto-

n

Dyspepsia
Tablets

type

Feed Economically.

Feeding Is a very Important consideration In any Una of animal husbandry and poultry raising is no excome to the marriage bringing all ception.
One must know something
their possessions Wbeu tbe daugh- of the composition of feeds and be
ter of the seigneur of Covey married, able to compute a balanced ration
her trousseaux, or "trousses," includ- before one can feed economically.
ed "nlue aarvltora, thirty liegemen, a And without economical feeding profcbaplulu, and an aatrologlat." The its can not be made.
customs of the seigneurs evolved
popular "fashions," and. high and low,
Don't Ball Doubtful Eggs.
the women multiplied their garments
Doubtful eggs should nevar be mar
and the fashions of them.
ketad under any condition, for one bad
Under the empire the trousseau egg may lose the
best customer. "Do
waa conipoead of Jewels, lace. One 'in
unto others aa you would like to ha
derwear. bonnets, and veil. Harper done by." Is an applicable rule.

Trousseaux.
In ancient Greece
the trousseau
wera made by all the women of the
bride's house. Later tne Merovingian
chiefs exacted that their brides should Weakly.

Masher slot Entirely Out if It, If Ha
Would Accept the Situation
s It Waa

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle ol
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Material Suitable for ths Purpose May
Bears the
Be Obtained From Grocer for
Signatura
the Mars Asking.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Light handy nests, which can easily Children Cry for Fletcher's Caatoria
be taken out and cleaned are made
Good Reason.
from grocery boxes which may often
I prefer dumb animals to man
She
be had for the asking.
any time.
Cut a hole (C) In the side of the
He Sure; they can't talk back.
box 12 or 15 Inches square, and hinge
one end with
hinges as
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Croat
at (B), so that it will open out and Bait
Blue. Makes beautiful whit clothe.
allow for gathering eggs and for clean- - At all good grocers. Adv.

TO

self," he pleaded.
"I don't care," muttered Dumont
"Let me have It"
slipped down from
His hands

Thome's shoulders and grasped the
butt of the revolver. The two grappled fiercely, but the straggle was beginning to tell on Tborne, who was
not yet In full possession of his physical vitality. His long Illness had
aapped his strength.
"Don't, don't, for Qod's sake!" he
whispered, and then shouted desper
ately: "Here's your man, corporal,
what's the matter with you?"
MQI ve ma that guu," said Dumont.
and in spite of himself bis voice rose
again. There was nothing suspicious
In the words. It waa what he might
have said had the battle been a real
one; as be spoke by a more violent
effort he wrenched the weapon from
the holster and away from Thome's
detaining band.
The latter sought
desperately to repossess himself of It.
"Look out, Harry! You'll hurt yourself," be Implored, but the next moment by a superhuman effort Dumont
threw him back. As Tborne staggered, Dumont turned tbe pistol on
himself. Recovering himself with Incredible swiftness, Thome leaped at
hia brother, and tbe two flgurea went
down together with a crash In the
midst of which rang out the sharp report of the heavy weapon. Instead of
ahootlng himself harmlessly In the
side. In tbe struggle Dumont had unfortunately shot himself through th

MIGHT BE THE DESIRED ONE

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Immediately Relieve
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Belching Gas and 8our
Stomach. Buy a 50 cent bottle at your druggist's, safe in
the belief if the tablets do not
help yoa

Money Refunded

trial box of six tablets will
be sent direct from our office
on receipt of 10 cents.
A
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The Trouble With The Country
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Secretary Red field of the Department of Commerce,
recently asked congress for an appropriation of $400,000
to ascertain the cause of the depression of business in this
country. The amount asked for should have leen a
dollars; that would have leen a great sufficiency.
This department has no need of squandering away nearly
a half million dollars for research when the trouble lies
NO. 80
NO. 60
NO. 92
NO.
with tne moulders of public opinion at Washington.
The trouble with the country is that the pay-roiper quart 1.33
per quart 70c
per quart f 1.00
per uart 70c
have been paralyzed one fourth of the wage earners in
the United States are not drawing wages because they are These inks are a guaranteed product, it Hows freely, does not Kum
out of employment. The captains of industry who employ
and is made for a high and dry climate, "it's All Write."
these men are irritated by the government and to take a Globe-Wernick- e
Office Furniture and Supplies
short course, slap the wage earner in the face, drop his
pay check, and say, "well done thou trusted and faithful Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Secservant" but out you go.
tional Book Cases and Unifiles
When the government steps in and dictates to men
how they shall run their business, it takes the bread from
the mouths of wage earners and families. Laws intended
Supplies, Oils,
to prosecute and persecute railroads, and the refusal in
granting a nomihal increase of freight rates, have been
Carbons and Typefollowed by the cancellation of orders for steel from coast Brushes, etc.,
to coast, throwing more than 200,000 men out of employManuscript Covers
ment. This is the direct result of the present administra- writing Papers,
tion dabbling into the affairs of men who maintain gigantand Blank Legal Forms
ic pay rolls; it is paralyzing and stifling business from
one end of the country to the other.
law, as it is now applied
The Sherman Anti-Trus- t
and construed, strikes every large industry in the country;
it is a menace to the man who works for wages; his position is the only capital he has invested from which he can
ADMIRAL BADGER IS PRAISED
hope to earn his livelihood.
Put up the bars for the men of finance and others be- Secretary Daniels Speaks at Banquet KING CmNNUI ACCEPT IKON
(Uvea by Navy League and
sides General Coxey, will soon be forming armies to march
".oetly Gift by Arabian Tribe Not OffiUrges Support.
cial and Goes Begging
to the White House.
in
few-hundre- d

1

ls

Ribbons'

Typewriter

Cimarron Publishing Company

The City Park
Another important matter which should receiveatten-tio- n
as the hands of those whose duty it is to look after
such things is the city park. The fact is that Cimarron
has a park, although it would he hard to distinguish it
from a prolific stand of alfalfa.
The park is a gift to the municipality by the townsite
company for the purpose of public amusement and recreation, and can any one truthfully say that he can sit on a
bench in the shade of a tree? Ask the man who knows.
It takes more than one year to bring a park to the
heighth of perfection, and with this point in view, now is
the proper time to do what should be done without delay.
It is a question of more than public spirit; it is one of
vital interest to the future prosperity of Cimarron the Key-Citto this vast dominion of wealth both from a healthful
and financial point of view.

New York. "We do not know what
we will be called upon to do. but we
are ready." This, the only statement
near Admiral Charlee J. Badger, commander-in-chief
of .he Atlantic fleet,
had to make as bis ships steamed out
of Hampton
Roads for Mexico, was
made public by Secretary Daniels to
be added to "the splendid words by
American naval heroes."
Mr. Daniels told members of the
Navy league of the United States at

tbelr annnal banquet that th brevity

and comprehensiveness of thnt state- -

London.

Ivondon.

A

mother-of-pear-

l

Ikon of

Last Supper," almost
Identical to that presented to the emperor of Russia by the sultan of Turkey as a peace offering on the outbreak of the late war with Italy. Is In
l0ndon awaiting a claimant It was
Jestlned for King George, but because
it Is not an official gift it cannot be
presented to him, and, slDce no one
lse bas a right to accept It. the ikon
vinait..-- without a master.
The sultan ordered the Knbi, an
arablan tribe celebrated for its mother
the "Lord's

work, to make an Ikon of the

'Lord's Last Sunner" for nresentatlon
Ti Ka W a a I r, urn l.orft.
line .if thfa
nembors of the tribe, who had served
tn the British army, Insisted that it
would be the grossest discourtesy to
bis royal master If a similar gtft was
lot made for King George.
When the Russian gift was finished
'.he agents of the sultan paid for it and
sarried It away, but the Kobl tribesmen did not know how to send the
replica to King George. It was finally
taken to Sir John Gray Hill of l.iver
pool, who maintains a w inter home on
the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem
Lady Hill paid the tribesmen for their
work and brought tho Ikon to Ixmdon.
11

What is needed is conservation that is constructive.
The interests of the public can le protected without locking up the West's storehouses of wealth and preventing
their legitimate development, and it is high time that this
fact is recognized at Washington and acted upon. The
government should build every irrigation project in the

COLLEGE JOB FOR ROOSEVELT
Washington and Jefferson Reported
to Be Ready to Make Offer to

west for the benefit of the farmers.

Washington. A strong report has
circulation that
Roosevelt would be offered the presidency of Washington and Jefferson
college, which will be vacated by Prea- gained

Admiral Charles J. Badger.
In Islam a husband who wants a divorce has only to tell
his wife to go three times, when she must go out without ment deserved to rank with those ot
Dewey at Manila and John Paul Jones
a protest, but the husband must give her a dowry. In this In
the battle of the Ron Homme Rich-

country the dowry goes to those who secure the divorce
for the husband.
Many a man is in two states at
State of New Mexico and the state of
This, when the creditor wants

chandise or for services.

ard and the Serapls.
An appeal for popular support of thai
navy wna voiced by the secretary.
The navy now baa its full quota and
for the first time it has a watting list,
the same time; the the secretary said.
Speaking of his recent order abolfinancial embarass-ment- . ishing
the wine mess, the secretary
dinero for his mer- said there was no body of more temperate,
men In the world
clear-heade-

In other words, it seems as though Dr. Friedmann's
cure for tuberculosis has turned turtle, and rolled into the
Rio Grande.

Live each day so that you can look every man in the
face and tell him to go to Mexico for trouble if he wants
it, and if not, then to Texas.
A few things gained by fraud destroy a fortune otherwise honestly won. German Proverb.
s
A man isn't necessarily even a
because he
wears his hair long the price is 35c for a shingle.
near-geniu-

American naval officers.
lie
his hearers whether they would
not demand the abolition of a wine
mess In railroad engineers' clubhouses If tho railroads should permit

thins.

Undertakers
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TELEPHONE 20
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Col. Theodore

M.

nored.

RooaevsIL

Optimism is a good thing when not overworked.

news when it

is news.

Jal

Man-r-hurl- a
a
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in-ei-

Siamese

tat of

Ohio, City of Toledo.

County,
í rank Lucas
J. Cheney makes

I

f

oath that he Is
senior partner of the firm of
J. Cheney
Co., doing business In the City of Toledo. County and State aforesaid, and
that said tlrm will psy the sum of ONE
Itt'NDRKD DOLLARS
each and every case of Catarrh thatfor
cannot be cured
by the use of HAI.I.'H CATARRH CURB.
FRANK J CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed In
rnypresence. this 8th day of December.
(Seal)

A. W. OLEARON,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
and acta directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the aystem. Send for
us.
testimonials,
free
,F. í. CHENEY A CO Toledo. O.
I to the Japanese to
Bold by all Druggists, Tic.
S tatos was at first
Take Hall's Family Pills for eonstlpstlon
.

James Moffatt on May 1.
Trustees will meet Colonel Rooaevell
on his return to the United States

The News prints the

8.

Not,ces

The Vermejo Ranch situated in Colfax
mnnty.
Japan's Only Hope Is War With Üeod New Mexico, an shown in theil
for said land, which were record
America.
in the office of the county clerk of Colfax
county, from the Maxwell Land Graot Co.
to M iry W, Kartlett. May jth, looz and
Economic Necessity Will Toree Japa September
1901. has been created a
game awl fish preserve under the laws of
neae Into Territorial Expansion
New Mexico and ilienses duly issued. UnCzar Awalta Hoetllltiet That
der said licenses, alt game quadrupeds,
Will Give Him a Chance.
game birds and game fish become the proNew York
Russia Is said to have perty of the owner and no fishing or hunthuge force in eastern Siberia await- ing on said Vermejo Ranch will be pering the moment when Japan is
muted without written permission (rnm
with some other power to the owner or iii an homed agent.
swoop down upon Manchuria and reWilliam H Bartlett.
cover the territory lost In the lust
war. says the Literary Digest.
Hut
.lapan seems hopelessly peaceful and
AVISO
the St. Petersburg Novoe Vremya, regarded as a semiofficial organ, comes
hi Rancho de Vermejo simado en el
out wtth an article showing Japan Condado de Colfax. Nuevo Mexico, como
how mistaken its peaceful attitude esta registrado en el ofencina del secretarreally la. America is plainly pointed io de el Condado de Colfax
de la compañía
out as the real en. my and Japan Is de el Maxwell
Land Graot a Mary W.
advised by friendly Insinuation to re- Bartlett el
dia ; de Me;o, 1902 y el día
taliate for her rebuff in California aud
to do something to repair her failure íj de Septiembre, ei uu preservo de caza
in Mongolia by aapirittg to the cap- y pescado bajo las leyes de Nuevo Mexico
ture of the Philippines and Hawaii. y las licencias dado, bajo dicho licencias
todos animales, pájaros y pescados de caThis organ of the Russian governza ion la propiedad del dueño y no darán
ment points out that Korea and
have not justified the expecta-tlon- permiscios parí cazar en dioho rauebo de
of Japan. While affording great Vermejo sin permicion escrito del dueño
cope for the administrative abilities
William H. Bartlett.
of the) Japanese, they offer but little
opportunity for the colonization of agricultural maasna. which Is declared
NOTICE
to be that country's moat urgent
The Vermejo Ranch having been made
f
need.
Japan, therefore, turns her a
game and fish preserve under the laws
vision toward the Philippines, Hawaii
of the Stte of New Mexico, and as it deand the Pacific coast of America
where she is confronted with the doc- sirable to preserve and increase the game
trine. "America for Americans." As and fish thereon, notice is hereby given
was to be expected, the orgm o&he that no permits for shooting or fishing will
St. Petersburg bureaucrats condemns be issued for the next three years.
the United States for our "violation"
William H. Bartlett.
of Japan's treaty rights, and suggests
to the latter that she cannot gain anything by diplomatic representations.
AVISO
"The I'nlted States has stopped the
El Rancho de Vermejo es un preservo
Immigration of Asiatics," It says, "the de caza y pescado bajo las leyes del estado
Japanese among them. I'ntll recent de Nuevo Mexico y como que
ten preserdays Mexico was open to the latter, var y
acrecentar la caza y los pescados dan
whither the stream of Japanese emi aviso aquí
que no darán permiscios para
ration has been turned. With the
completion of the Panama canal Mex- jasa por o- - anos.
William H. Bartlett.
ico will fall under the shadow of the
United States and the day Is not distant when it will cease its Independent political existence and at the
NOTICE.
same time one of tho promised latid
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
will be closed to Japan.
"A clash between the I'nlted States Colfax county, whether for the purpose of
and Japan Is thus preparing Itself, de- hunting, hshing. pulling wild fruit, or cutspite the will and intentions of diplo- ting fire wood, or for any purpose whatso- mats. New lands suitable for the set-t- ever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
ment of large, powerful masses are anil all trespassers will be prosecuted to
a vital necessity fo Japan.
Either the lull extern of the law.
land or national death. 1'nder such
(Signed)
WILLIAM FRENCH,
conditions one can quite understand
for W. S. Land A Cattle Co.
the alarm which selr.es Japaneae society at the thought of the near opening of the Panama canal, which Is to
AVISO.
Japan equivalent to the closing of the
tfoors of America.
El trespaaar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
"The 'American peril' la now be- on el Candado de Colfax con la mira d
coming a more vital problem for yaia, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor-- I
Japan than the 'yellow peril' Is for tat maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe
Europe.
Having been carried away fin sin permito; se prohibe est
nctament
by the chimerical struggle with Rus- c
euellos que asi traspasaren serán prose-- j
sia, the Japanese statesmen wasted
the energies of the people and missed cutadosal lleno de la ley.
Por
WILLIAM FRENCH,
a favorable moment for the strengthla Compoaia de Reces del W. 8.
ening of their Influence and authority
at points where their national tnsUnt
Impelled them to gothe Islands of
the Pacific ocean and the farther
NOTICE
shore. Now. Instead of direct acUon.
Whereas,
our
ranch situated on the
they have to console themselves with
political demonstrations and verbal headwaters of the Costilla River, Taoa
fraternization with the Mexicans. Un- county, New Mexico, having been made a
fortunately. It Is impossible to acquire game and fish preserve under the laws of
the State of New Mexico, known as "The
lew lands by such means."
Japan missed Its chance, this Rus Costilla Uame and Fish Preserve" and
Whereas, the object of said game and fish
slan writer avers, when It failed to
on its rights before the piercing preserves being for the protection of game
of Panama. Our navy was mainly In and fish and their increase, therefore, nothe Atlantic, our Pacific seaboard lay tice is hereby given that no
permits for
exposed to attack:
hunting, shooting or fishing, will be issued
"But Japan was exhausted by Its during the next three years.
exploits In Manchuria aud sacrificed
The Adams Cattle Comnanv.
Its rights and its dignity. True. In By tt. W. Adams. General
Manager.
expectation of better times, It hastily
continued Its armaments. Rut on the
day of the opening of the Panama
AVISO
canal, which gives the United Sutes
the possibility of transferring In case
Por cuanto nuesto rancho situado en la
ot necessity its battle ship squadrons cabezo del Kto Costilla,
Candado de Taos,
from one ocean to the other, the mili- Nuevo Mexico, es un
preservo de caía y
tary chances of Japan will be lea pescados
bajo las leyes del estado de Nuesened.
And If It bore patiently the
vo Mexico conosido por el nombre de "El
violation of its legal righta before the
opening of the canal It will hardly Preservo de caza y pescado de Costilla,"
have the courage to Insist upon theiu y por cuauto el objecto de dicho preservo-d- e
caza y pescado es por el protecion y el
afterward.
"Neverthelesa, the tendency toward acrecentamiento del pescado. Por esta
warm waters and fertile, uninhabited razoo dan aviso que no darán permicios
lands, caused by the acarcity of land para cazar durante tres anos.
in Japan, will remain In full force
The Adams Cattle Company,
and seek un outlet.
By H. W. Adams. General Manager.
"Will the international diplomatic
sorcerers be .able to direct this life
current Into a falae channel once

Ident

Nothing jolts an egotist so successfully as !)eing ig

U.

more!
"Before the war Japau procured for
her subjucta arriving In the United
States complete equality of rights
with all other immigrants
After the
war officially victorious, but In reality suffering grave wounds the triumphant Japanese have lost In a very
friendly country all the rights recog
nixed so very recently by a solemn
treaty
They have been ranked
among the lower races, on a level
1
with ptb
Kereans. Chinese,

MATKIN
SUPPLY COM'Y
Carry a full line

FIGHT

from

y,

Ho

a salary of

$7,4

paid to any college bead

put
was

In
si

grauls, lu order to have the right to
land on American soil, must have
passports vised by the Amertcau con
suia a condition not Imposed upon
any of ibe jCunmt.au nal lona. "

The News gives the
news when it

is news.

The Irrigation Season
is here

and you will need a pair of

good rubber boots to wear in the field. Your attention is called to the superior line we carry; the best
irrigation boots made, and the price is right.

Spring and Summer
Shoes For All

Pants and Overalls
For Men and Boys

Our complete line of Brown

Working pants and overalls
that give durable service to
wearer, both in quality and
price. You will need a pair.
The price is from (M 00
P$4 down to

Shoes are famous for their
quality and comfortable fit.
Shoes for every member of
the family at prices (DC 00
from

PJ- -

$2 to

Dress Goods and Ladies' Wearing Apparel
The nobbiest lines ever shown here.

All grades, colors, makes and

Laces and Embroideries are carried in complete varieties,
and the prices are in conformity with good qualities and fabric.

styles.

Let us quote you our prices on your next bill of groceries.
We have none but the best and will give you entire
Remember we, lead while others follow.
Royal Tailor Suits and Overcoats for spring and summer,
guaranteed all wool and perfect fit, from $15 to $30.
satis-factio- n.

Whiteman

Rogers,

&

The Store of Good Values and Honest Merchandise

Co.

BARRED

TO

BIDS

LION

KILLS

Attacks

W.

Tokyo Bridge Shunned 1 50 Years
By Newly Married Women.

Eyeglasses

ACTOR

MOVIE

W. Klrby While Com-panIs Producing Film at
Lea Angeles.

Not Necessary

y

Eyesight

Can Be Strengthened, and Most Fount

of Dnrased Eyes Succmfully Treated
Los Angeles, Cal. His right arm
Without Cutting of Drugging.
suffering
other
and
bone
bitten to the
severe lacerations Inflicted by an InThat the eye can be strengthen! so that
Old Tradition Was the Cause Cere- furiated lion that sprang on htm durmony
ing the production of a photoplay at eyeglasses can be dispensed with ia many
Recently
Performed by
cases
has been proven beyond a doubt by
Warner
Universal City, William
Shinto Prleate Will Break
tha testimony of hundreds of people who
tamer,
lion
in
died
and
actor
Klrby,
Spell of Superstition.
claim that their eyesight has been
The Hon waa shot The publicly
a hospital.
restored by that wonderful little instru
film
produced
of
half
the
Tokyo, Japan. In the outskirts of actors hd Hon, brought
ment called "Actina
before the
"Actina" also relieves
Tokyo la a bridge known as Yodo- when the
Klrby. The animal
attacked
camera,
Sore and Granulated
bashl, which connects the two suoff with an Iron bar.
Lids, Iritis, Cataracts,
burbs of Nakano and Yodobashl. Its was beaten
etc., without cutting or
bashl,
former name was Sugata-mixo
drugging. Over
Wife Thrashes Drunken Husband.
or shadowless bridge; and tills name
"Actinas" have
Sharon. Pa. The court sanctioned
was derived from an old tradition and
sold; therefore the Actios treatment
of Mrs James Bach, who
superstition. The story, aa told In the action her husband for coming been
ii not an experiment, but is reliable. The
thrashed
one of the Tokyo papers, runs as folof hundborne drunk. "I'm boss In my home," following letters are but samples
lows:
In the daJys of the seventh
It will save him trouble reds we receive:
said,
"and
she
Mr. David Suttle, Glen Ellgin, III. writes:
shogun of the Tokugawas there lived
"I sent for your "Actina" and when it
a farmer named Kuro Suxki, In Jyun-lao- , to get wise to the fact."
came I told my wife I would throw my
near Hhisjuku. By tervent and PEACE BODY
UPHOLDS ACT glasses away as1 give the "Actina" a fair
consistent prayer to Kannon at her
I did so, following directions, and
show.
temple In Aaakusa the farmer became
soon fell my eyas were getting in normal
DeSays
In
Followed
Admiral
Usage
vary rich. He amaseed a fortune and
condition again and now I can say my eyemanding Salute for Insult to
would gloat over hte great hoard of
sight is as good as ever, and my headaches
Flag.
American
treasures. But he was afraid to let
practically vanished,"
Mr. Emery K. Deitrick: 7124 Idlewild
anybody look at hte treasures or know
Boston
The Mexican situation and St. E. E.. Pittsburgh, Pa,, writes: "My eyes
where be kept Chem.
the naval demonstration were dis- were very weak and my vision was so Dad
To relieve himself of the wearing
that I could recognize people only at short
burden of taking care of hie precious cussed in a statement Issued by Ed- distances,
Since using "Actina" I have
possessions, he took them to a wood win D. Mead as chief director of discarded my glasses, my headaches sre
World
the
Peace
The
Foundation.
Mar Nakano and burled them there. statement
and my vision I believe, is as good
declared that Admiral Mayo gone,
It chanced, however, that one of the
as ever it was."
Inwas
"acting in strict accord with
Mr J. H Frankentield, ya E. 20th St.
employes got wind of this and found
the hiding place In the wood. One day ternational right and usage In de- Cheyenne, Wyo. writes: 'Regarding what
proud
the rich farmer took bis man along manding the salute which be did as the "Actina"I has done for me,myI am
glasses at
to say that am not wearing
with him on the way to the secret the proper reparation for the unwar all.
As for my catarrh, it is almost gone
ranted arrest of our marines at Turn.
place and killed him on the bridge.
and I have been troubled with it for more
The reveaaefxd spirit of the mur- - pico." After quoting as precedents than sixteen years.
ln wWcn tn Unlte
w" "A great number of my railroad friends
wed man mast have cursed the fam
0 of his brutal anintow
For his called uPn to salute the flaK" 0 aie buying "Actinas" as you know by the
beautiful daughter waa always unfor-:unat- Spain. France and Brazil, the state- orders you have received."
ment said that ln these cases the sa"Actina" can be used with perfect safety
ln marriage. Her father adoptafed many good young men Into his lute waa given "only after long ne- by every member of the lamily for any
or head. A
to his gotiations to determine precisely the fliction of ofthe eye. ear, throat
family and married them
the "Actina" is given in every
free trial
laughter. AU the brideegroomB either provocation and circumstances."
case.
tied soon or bad to be divorced for
Send for our FREE TRIAL offer and
various reasons.
The beautiful worn-in- ,
Address Actina
valuable FREE BOOK.
AID
WRITERS?
DOES
SMOKING
Co., Dept. 262 N, 811 Walnut
ill
from
curse,
Appliance
became
under the
St., Kansas City, Mo.
itterness and grief.
One day she left her father and the French Authors Hold Cigarette Never
Cursed boose and walked on to And
Has Been Aid in Producing
MANY DRINKERS IN GERMANY
Compositions.
ieath She was led to the bridge by
the avenging spirit and when she
Head of Women's Association Against
went a little way on the bridge her
Parts Is smoking a help to liter
Alcohol Asserts Women "Like
torm disappeared like a mysterious ary composition?
to Go on Solitary Sprees."
gave
who
por
academician,
the
Emlle Faguet. the
This quaint Incident
'a
.iridge the name "the shadowless Is an Inveterate smoker, thinks not.
There are 400,000 drunkards
ridgo" It waa then told that the "I smoke a great deal, but 1 do not in Berlin.
of whom 40,000 are womGermany,
iplrit of the beautiful woman guard-i- believe that it does any good. 1 even en. This was the declaration made
the bridge and cursed every girl think It may do harm."
by President Frau Gerken at the meetn her way to the bridal ceremony.
Andre Theurlet, the novelist, who
ing of the Berlin Women's association
cigapipe
and
between
alternates
Some years later, when Yosnlmune
Frau Oerken said
alcoholism.
against
found
never
says:
that
"I have
(okugaws, the eighth shogun, passed rette,
were between 2,600 and
there
that
on
if the place, he ordered the unhappy the habit has the least influence
women drunkards in Berlin.
2,000
tamo of the bridge to be changed to what Is commonly called inspiration." Speaking of the psychology of drunkPierre Lot! shares his colleague's ards Frau Gerken said, that while men
'Yodobashl."
It is now called by
'opinion:
he new name since then, but the
fond of noisesome companion"As far as I have observed, the use were
tradition baa remained
ship in drinking, women drunkards
whatno
effect
Bvery
cigarette
memory
has
of
the
of all.
resh in the
tried to conceal their railing and were
irlde has shunned the cursed bridge ever on my faculties."
to "solitary sprees." In most
addicted
Among smokers who are members
in the way to the bridal ceremony,
said, heavy drinking among
cases,
she
she bed to go round a long way to of the French Academy, Maurtce women was duo to sickness, unemployirosa another bridge over the river. Barres is not averse to a cigar, while ment, loss of standing and despon4ot a bride crossed It for more than Paul Hervleu considers the habit aa a
dency. She said it was more difficult
160 years and ft was thought to be
vice and a weakness.
to cure and restore a woman than a
j
beau-coxae
of the farmer's
tnder the
man
nl
u

ioo,-oo-

stte

d

't

daughter.

But recently, when the son of a
wealthy man of Nakano was to be
narrled. the father decided to break
ho spall and end the superstition,
which was causing so much In ron
enlenoe to the marriageable people of

he vicinity. Therefore, be arranged
a special shtnto service for the
purpose of exorcizing the evil spirit of
(he bridge; and be Is said to have ex
($2,600)
5,000 yen
tor that
mailable purpose.
About 760 persons were invited to
witness the ceremony.
It was conflicted by the chief priest of the Hiye
ihrine In Tokyo, and he was assisted
A
by sixteen other sblnto priests.
sl ice of worship
was constructed
leaf the bridge and facing the river.
There those priests performed the
ceremony of aleanstng the bridge of
nil sxartts. while musicians played
lacrad music Then the priests walked
ílwt over the bridge and pronounced it
purtfled. After the ceremony. N. Sekl,
of the house of re
made a speech on the sub
cct of superstition, and then Mr
Asada entertained the guests with
fuuiptoous refreshments In a large
tent especially erected for the ooca
sion. That evening Mr. Asada's bride
passed over the bridge, and It Is to be
hoped, effectually broke the spell of
the old superstition
Thus Yodobashl
Is no longer a brfdeless bridge.

So The People May Know!!
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GIRL BRINGS

BACK

MEMORY

Man Injured by Blow on the Head,
Recovers on Seeing Sweet-

heart.
Venice, CaL Two sweethearts are
happy because "Edith" has been found
and W. H Mcintosh knows who he Is.
Mcintosh was struck on the head
not tone ago and subsequently was
Ho
found wandering on the beach.
mind was a blank and he was tramp
lng abort in bare feet
He waa taken to the city Jail. All
the time be kept calling for "Wdlth."
His mind seemed a blank but for the
utterance of that one word
Tha story of his plight was pub
Haced In the Bvening Herald It waa
read by Mass aVtlth Griffith, 610 Crocker street, Los An Ins, and she cams
to Venice.
Whan the Jal door' opened and M
intosb came out there ras one tense
waa
Mcintosh
word "BdithM and
.

v

i

himself again.
Buy Pkiturs of General Dearborn.
of General
A portrait
Chicago
Dearborn, by Gilbert Stuart, has bean
purchased tar the sKy at a cost at

There has been so much talk in this community regarding me and my rights to practice
Medicine and Surgery and to practice Pharmacy, that I hereby take this opportunity of saying that am a graduate in Medicine and Surgery, a graduated Osteopath and have taken a
s,
course in
that I have a license by examination before the
State Board of Health of Illinois, a license by
reciprocity with Illinois in Nebraska, and a license by examination before the State Board of
Health in New Mexico and that I have a license
in Pharmacy by examination before the New
Mexico Board of Pharmacy.
1
have practiced my profession over ten
years and am here practicing according to law
and expect to continue to practice. I solicit your
patronage either in my office at the Cimarron
s
the same as any
Drug store or to make
other physician.
1

post-gradua-

Blectro-Therapeutic-

te

out-call-

A. E. Collyer, M. D.
1
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Cattle.

Beef steers, corn fed,
to cnolce
Beef steers, corn fed,
to good
Beef steers, pulp fed,
to choice
Beef steers, pulp fed,
to good
Beef steers, hay fed,

salon

With

stoftri

good
87.50tTB.flo

fair
fl.75Bi7.80

good
7.60

fair

8.50

half times the exports for 1902. In
every Instance, says the department,
exports of copper pigs and bars have
been larger during each nf the past six
corresponding pe- months than In
rlod of last yei
MODEL

MAN

NEVER.

Famous Twin Lived

96

EVIL

SAW

Years Nesr

New York City, But Stayed Away.
Babylon, L. I. Samuel Muncle,
years old, one of the famous
7.2608.00
Muncle twins of Babylon. Is dead, havfl.MX7T7.25
ing gone through life with his broth7.0007.76 er WHltairt, hearing no evil, seeking
no evil, speaking none. He never
8.6007.26
drank, chewed or smoked, never went
5.75 0 6.50 to a theater or saw a show of any
kind, except church festivals, and
0007.25 when he wanted amusement usually

7.0007.60
good

nlne-ty-sl-

x

to choice
Beef steers, hay fed, fair
to good
Heifers, prime corn ted ...
GRArrjtDfigna&fnrr
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
Cows and heifers, com fed,
.lack
from
Grant Immediately recalled Sherman
fair to good
son and directed him to sand ons division with an Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
ammunition train to join his own force. Within
painted the barn.
an hour after sending this dispatch Steele's dlvV Cowb and heifers, pulp fed,
fair to good
6.5006.60
Some time ago the twins became
slon waa under way. The Union forces moved
and heifers, hay fed,
known through the country as the
cautiously, with pickets thrown In advance, by sev- Cows
good to choice
fl.25 07.00
heartiest, oldest twins on record. Born
eral roads Smith's division on the southernmost Cows and heifers, hay fed,
Christmas, 1818, they lived and
road was the first to encounter the enemy's pick5.50fff6.25
good
to
fair
ets. They were driven In, as were the pickets con- Canners and cutters
4.0005.00 worked together on adjoining farms.
fronting Osterhaus on the middle road and Hovey Veal calves
8.60011.76 They never quarreled and never
d.00t6.60 plnyed. Once Samuel was asked tf he
on the northernmost toad. By the time Grant Bulls
5.7507.00 ever played checker. He snorted-"No- .
arrived Hovey's skirmish had assumed almost the Stags
Feeders and stockers. good
sir. I never waste my time."
proportions of a battle.
to choice
Although within almost walking disPemberton selected a position on Champion's Feeders and stockers, fair 7.0007.75
Hill to meet the Union forces. General Grant at
fl.25 07.00 tance, he never saw New York. Once
to good
once realised that the posi Feeders and stockers, comhe drove to Brooklyn, but found the
tion was a strong one. The
6.50 0 6.25 place too bustling and noisy. That was
mon to fair
back in 1839, and he never felt anothhill commanded a view of
Hogs.
er call to wander from Babylon.
the surrounding country
8.0008.25
AIZXJUWJ?1A, I, A
and was protected by a Good hogs
ravine and heavy shrubTIMBER USED IN MINES.
a
S THE ranka plteously thinner
Sheep.
bery. The battle of Cham- Lambs
ranks tbia year than they were
$7.7508.65
four
about
pion's Hill laated
6.50 0 6.26 About
Tirnbsr Cut In ColoEwe
last of veterai.s file through the
hours, during which time Yearlings (light)
rado Consumed by Mining.
6.6007.00
CsibW Towded atreeta of hundred of
every man of Hovey's divi- Wethers
6.0006.50
Denver. Approximately
American cities on Memorial day,
aWsasjrvaBBaV
6.2507.25
sion and McPherson's two Lambs (shorn)
of the timber cut In Colorado Is conthe minds of thoae who fought be
engaged.
Ewes
(shorn)
Gen
6.0005.25
was
divisions
I
I
sumed by the state' mining Industry,
neath the blue or for the gray will
eral Grant drove Pemberton
F
WÍ
says the Department of Agriculture
turn to a May SO of 61 years ago.
Hay.
the
from his position and
mt
(F.
In a bulletin Issued on Rockv MounB.
when ashore and afloat men were
O.
Denver,
Price.)
Carload
city of Vlcksburg waa near- Colorado upland, per ton. 14.00016.00
doing those deeds which will be
mine timbers. The total annual
Had It not Nebraska upland, per ton. 12.00013.00 tain
doom.
Us
to
er
consumption of timber of Colorado for
commemorated by Memorial day.
on the part Second bottom, Colorado
neglect
for
been
mining purposes Is about 51,600,000
Memorial day was not dreamed of then. North
of subordinates to promptly
and Nebraska, per ton. 11.00012.00 board ' feet, valued at something like
and South were busy with the grim business of
per
felt
Timothy,
17.00018.00
ton
obey, General Grant
war. The land shook with the tramp of armed
9.60 $1,250,000.
8.60
that he could have almost Alfalfa, per ton
Lodgepole pine, or white pine as it
forces and the rumble of artillery, and America
choice,
16.00017.00
Park,
1
South
ton..
completely dlso r g a n s d
waa tbe scene of some of the mightiest battles
San Luis Valley, per ton. 11.00012.00 Is sometimes called locally, 1. the timforce.
Pemberton's
Gunnison Valley, per ton. 16.OO01C.OO ber most used, with Engelmann or
which history records.
Tempering this bit of Straw, per ton
4.600 6.00 white spruce r.ext. Douglas fir, the
The news which came to the North in thoae
hopeful news waa the sad
atlrrlng days was not all
red spruce of the Rocky
sfoz&ir&mrc; jzr
woods
Grain.
denlna renort of those killej In the engagement Wheat, choice milling,
by any means
Mountain region, was once the favor. .1.37
100
lbs..
Memorial
Pull lists were being published about the
Lee waa threatening the
1.05 ite wood for mines, but Its growing
Bye. Colo., bulk. 100 lbs
day season. The Union loss at Champion's Hill Idaho oats, sacked
second Invasion' of the
LRfl scarcity has brought the two other
iu Corn chop, sacked
was, according to General Grants memoirs,
1.67 woods Into prominence.
North and the Shenan1.66
killed, 1,844 wounded and 187 missing. Hovoy Corn, In sack
doah and Cumberland
lodgepole pine and Engle-man- n
1.30
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
alone lost 1.200 killed, wounded and missing
Talleys were threatened
spruce, of which there Is a great
the
that
was
estimated
It
of his command.
with becoming seats of
qusntlty In the Rocky Mountains,
Flour.
Confederates lost about S.OOO killed and wounded
war and being ravaged
ought to give satisfactory service In
Colorado,
.$2.15
net
Standard
and 8,000 captured in pursuit and battle. Lorlngs
by hostile armies. The
mines, says the dephrtment. provided
division, which was th right of Pemberton's line,
lit tin town of Gettysburg
It is free from decay. Beams cut from
Dressed Poultry
fell
Pemberton
Vlcksburg,
and
Into
never got back
had not yet awakened to
timber standing dead for about thirty
19 021
Turkeys, fancy D. P
back to Pig Black river.
years showed a strength, when tested
16 018
the fact that it was to be
Turkeys, old toms
day
Memorial
part
of this
Th most cheerful
14 11 15
by the department. Intermediate beTurkeys, choice
tbe center of the most
firm
a
17
Hens, large
news was the fact that It meant Grant had
tween that of gren and of
colossal struggle of the
17
Hens, small
position between Johnston and Pemberton.
war, and In Arkansas
material cut from live timber. Drying
came Ducks
16 ii 17
Close on' the news from Champion's Hill
Increases the strength and stiffness of
and Virginia the I'nion
16
Otese
Big
Black
017
river.
at
fight
a
dispatches describing
successes had not been
the wood, hut decreases Its toughness.
10
Roosters
011
Confederates
the
where
all that they might have
Attention Is called by the departfrom
were again driven
been.
Live Poultry.
ment to the possibility of using prefled
and
position,
their
Mississippi
the
brightFtom
campaign came the
16
Hens, fancy
servative treatments to prevent decay
across the stream, burning Broilers, lb
,30 035
est reports of progress. The eyes of North and
of timber when set In the mines. Aa
V'aSWftBBBBBBDBBBHBBBBBBBBBt"2"aBBf'
bridges.
the
Pontoons
8
Roosters
South alike were upon Orant and Pemberton at
a general rule such treatment, If
( & JL
j
!l6
the
and
constructed
were
.
.
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
018
Vlcksburg, the almost impregnable stronghold of
properly applied, will work for econin
15
army
continued
Ducks
Union
the Confederacy in the Mississippi valley. Farra-gu- t
omy in tbe long run.
13
tícese
014
pursuit of Pemberton.
bad run past the batteries of New Orleans and
After the engagements at
Porter was assisting Grant In the reduction of tbe
Eggs.
A Staggerer.
Champion's HUI and Big
works around Vlcksburg. Newspapers daily printEggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
InvestYoung
the
Wife
(four weeks married)
river
Black
ed glowing accounts of the progress of the siege,
20
O. B. Denver
Good gracious, reproaching me alment of Vlcksburg was as Eggs, graded No. 2 net, F.
but the city did not fall. Still It was from Grant
ready because I have bought a new
complete as Grant's lim16
O. B. Denver
that the encouraging, heartening news of the day
hat. la It going to be like this every
ited number of troops Eggs, case count, less com
cams. On May 29. the day before the date now
month? Fllegende Blaetter.
6.65
could make It. For days
mission
aet for Memorial day, certain New York newspathe newspapers were filled
pers printed dispatches stating that Vlcksburg had
Butter.
with the progress of the
fallen: that Pemberton had escaped from the city
KODAKS and SUPPLIES
28
VICKÓBURG IRQIT 27 WORTH
,
work of constructing roads Creameries, ex. Colo., lb.
with the loss of his artillery. This report,
Hend ua your JTllma for ctoTalnpiajr. Fx pert
28
ex.
lb.
East,
Creameries,
of
the
work- only. Thf hook of th Browntf
frr
waa promptly denied.
through tbe bayous and swamps back
28
Creameries. 2d grade, lb.
employed on the Jackson and Vlcksburg railroad
Denver Photo Materials Co.
21
city.
On the same day authentic accounts and picProcess
and who had passed through Pemberton's army
rise to con- Packing slock
lEutmia Kodak Ce. Denver, Colorado
17
Dispatches printed on May 30 ga
tures of an engagement at Champion's Hill, near
in the night, that the Confederate general was
Vlcksburg, were received.
About five o'clock In
siderable anxiety over Grant's safety. Johnston
marching east with 80 regiments of Infantry and
Fruit.
was not more than fifty miles in his rear with
the morning of May 16 General Grant had rethousand
ten batteries, in all about twenty-livan army about the size of his own. and Pember- Apples, Colo., extras, box. $2.50 0 3.00
ceived Information from two men who had been
men.
ton had the advantage of the fortifica Apples, Colo., fancy, box . . 2.00 0 2.50
' tlons and outworks about Vlcksburg.
Apples, Colo., choice, box . 1.2501.60
A day or two after May 30, 1863, re
Vegetables.
DAY OF UNION AND LIBERTY a vicarious heroism. For Memorial WHEN THE WAR WAS OVER ports were received In the North of
day is the day of the living and the
1.0001.75
desperate hand to hand fighting out Potatoes, cwt
This Is the Time the Nation Should dead, the day of comrades whom no Child Learns Thst Joy Sometimes side of Vlcksburg and general assaults
sting of desth nor lapse of time can
(XAILUS CAÍ
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
on the works.
H8Be7
Several fortifications
Remember the Debt It Owes to
Finds Deepest Expression
kSBSBaw caifa,, Tm. Whav
separate
It la the day when the
fell, but were retaken by the Con
In Tears.
the Veterans.
so
ejreeSMt
bill
on
mUee
one
fmL faeollnei
Lead
Spelter.
and
Grand Army militant salutes the
federates.
W.S50 nulM mi on let of Hrae.
Mm end QarWrrer
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early
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In
marine
end
On May 30, 1862, there was no such Grand Array triumphant,
the
morning
It was a
TUB COJ.OHADO CARTKRCAR CO.
18 16s.
It the spring of "66. The orchard was sions under Porter did some excellent don,
smiling land as we see this day. Then sacramental day of nationality.
Mve Asenta Wasted. ISM Uwr. Dearer
X1
London,
Spelter- - $5.0505.16;
Is
day
we
acknowledge
and
the
each
was
work at Hayne's Bluffs under Grant's 7s 6d.
In full bloom and on the wind
the booming of the guns alternated
AOTO TtRKK. GUARANTEED STANDARD
with a dead march four years long; all our debt to the boys of '62, who the odor of the blossoming crabapple direction. News of this waa printed
ees. HI ua: (lain. II to.
'14.
Is
now
patriarchs
are
of
It
the
todsy we se an exultant republic,
trees In the wooc's pasture. I was shortly after the date which te now
of
Sugar.
Price
!LB,&.nD:,&L.t;
day
of neither North nor South, sitting on the back doorstep eating a set apart for Memorial day.
running eagerly forward to meet its the
New York. Sugar Raw, firm. Monor East nor WesL but of Union and
There had been much criticism of lasses. $2.61; centrifugal, $3.28;
nd miik and paualng
ml of bread
fuller and more glorious destiny.
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Liberty,
now
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forever,
and
and
glory
oi
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note
North
in
the
the administration
and
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And whom shall we thank for this?
between spoonfuls
firm.
páranle
The venerable men who walk or ride
woods pasture and blue sky. waa but the Union arms had come in for their
on Memorial day beneath their sacred
four years old and the beauty of the share of popular opprobrium and the Chicago Grain and Provision Prlcss.
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Lett Cspltal Vulnerable.
world was Just dawning on me, when news of Grant's successes In the
battle flags, and the men who sleep
Chicago.
No. t rod, 98; So. CON. fllOHTKCNTH AMO CURTIS 8T
Wheat
,
One hundred year ago the residents to my ears came sudden,
dull West was sorely needed
today beneath the blue of tbe sky
2 hard, 99c0$l.(M
No. 2 Northern.
OENVCR, COLO.
It heartened the troops serving In 98099; No. 2 spring, 97c.
and the stars of the night. How great of Washington were seriously dis- booms like sudden echoes of thunder
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and Drug Addictions
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Again
rumors
British
that
the
turbed
a
cloud.
i
yelcampaigns
other
Corn No.
snd It heartened
7107U4c; No. 2
The sky was without
their saeriSee! 8om gave literally
low. 71071ttc; No. 3 yellow, 7OH0 cured by a sriennac coons of medication.
They were planning an expedition for the I heard the dull boom. Ah! I had thoae at home.
II they had even their names.
The only place in Colorado where (he
It was not long before what Is now 7t,c.
lie In unmarked trenches, their very capture of their etty. Grave aa waa It!
Oats No. 8 white, 4OV404H4; Genuine Keelcy Remedies are s lliiliilsllissl
"Mother," I called, "someone'a Memorial day that New York, in 1888,
place of sepulture forgotten. Their tbe danger, the authorities were slow
standard, 1U4041VÍC.
namef are lost, and they have gained to move. After considerable delayas-a pounding on the slds of Uncle Dave's received news of the gallant charge
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name the which neither man nor
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at Haxel Grove, where "Stonewall
She came to
time can wrtst from them the name
Timothy $3.7504.76.
mand of the veteran Commodore Bar- Again came the doll, thunderous Jackson turned tbe Union right. InClover -- $10.00018.76.
of Patriot
ney, who had served with distinction sound.
For a moment she listened fantry artillery and cavalry lost heava uro Uiotai Oo. Utt sVBdwf
Pork $19.96.
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But the land de- and then burst out sobbing
In the Revolution.
Their prowess gave ua pasee;
I'liinnnuri oi aipeiaittf jt uvor Ttajgsg
"
Lard 810.06.
ily In thla engagement in Hooker's
Undying be their fame.
fenses were almost totally neglected.
Ribs $11.00011.60.
"What's the matter, mother? Does Chancelloravllle campaign.
the government called for
it scare you? I'm not afraid!"
It Is for us of the younger genera- Though
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troops, the actual defense force
She stooped over and gathered ma
tion, whose eyes opened on a country
Gift of Thoughts.
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national capital consisted of to her breast. "The war Is over. The
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In conse- war Is over," was all she could say,
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Making Tomorrows
ÍVorld
By WALTER

THE

PROBLEM

Manila. Philippine Island a.-The queaUon of
all absorbing Interest In the eastern lands which
border the Pacific
ocean la: What
will the United
States do In. or
with the Philippine Islands? Australia shows deep-ea- t
concern, for
In the effort to

The view exprés esd by General Aguinaldo la held by every observer
Nowhere etae haa there been so ambitious an educational undertaking,
the effort to pat an entire nation to
school. Only lack of revenue preventa
the extension of a public school system to every village. Even under existing conditions every child on the
larger islands and In the more popu
lous communities finds a public school
within eaay reach. In Manila la a normal school doing good work, an excellent high school and a growing university, under the wise direction of Presikeep that conti- dent Thomas Bartlett, which has.
nent of attenuat- among other well equipped departed population
ments, a medical school regarded as
white man's coun- the best In the far Baal. Industrial
try reliance is and technical instruction Is provided
p aoe d upon In the more important centers. EngAmerican domi lish la compulsory In all these schools
nance hi the Phil- and tuition Is free. The Spanish lanippines as a breakwater against As- guage la still In everyday use in Ma
tatic invasion. But the interest keenly rtilla, because, said a Filipino, we court
felt and manifested in the
ed our sweethearts In that language,
exists, though for different but the younger Filipinos speak Engansa. In Japan, looking for new worlds lish and Its use Is rapidly becoming
to conquer; in China, slowly awaken- general.
ing from Its centuries' nap; In the
Great Progrese In Sanitation.
Dutch East Indies; In the French and
The Americana have Instituted
German possessions, and even In the other reforms than that In education.
,
Straits settlements, Burmah and
In the matter of public health much
fermenting India.
Keenest, of progresa has been made. A system of
course, is the concern In the islands sanitation and the drilling of artesian
themselves. Here It is everywhere and wells for a better water supply have
continually the chief, almost the only lowered the death rate In some places
topic of conversation.
60 per cent.
Cholera and smallpox
The Philippine Islands were of small have been practically eliminated, lepIn the old days ers have been segregated and plague
when they were governed or
spota have been made clean and
from Madrid, by way of Mexi- healthful for human habitation. There
co. A Spanish galleon, once a year Is no place In all the Orient freer from
from Acapulco to Manila, was the only disease. The road system haa been
permitted communication with West- extended until there are nearly two
highern lands. Qrldley, at Dewey's com- thousand miles of
mand, on May day, 1898, fired a shot ways, far superior to most of the main
"which was heard around the world and roads In Missouri or the middle West,
the Islands, by the fortunes of war and with many excellent bridges. Fine harsome slight outlay of money, came un- - bor works have been constructed at
1
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American protectorate, statehood hi
the American republic, or naturalisation. Is not generally agreed upon.
however. Is the
anenlmons desire.
Americans Against It.
The Americans and foreigners, reel-deon the islands, are almost though
not quite so unanimous sgalnst farther
extension of the privileges of
to the Filipinos. They ara
equally aa unanimous In denouncing
with much vehemence the artmlnletra-tlo- n
at Washington and Its local representatives at Manila. "These peo
pie do not know what Is good for
them," said a Manila merchant. "Look
what we have done for them and how
ungrateful the wretches are. They
want to take the government Into their
own hands. It will ruin our business."
And he naively added: "Last year I
made 40 per cent on my Investment."
The newspapers reflect the discordant views. The American Journals are
filled with denunciation of Governor
General Harrison's policy, though his
gracious personality haa won htm
friends even among his opponents,
while the Filipino press Is correspondingly laudatory.
Can Filipinos Govern Themselves!
The question of the duty of the
United States in regard to these islands
and their peoples resolves Itself Into
whether or not they are capable of
governing themselves and maintaining
law and order as an Independent nation. If they can do this, even those
persons In Manila most violently opposed to
would agree,
though with reluctance, that It should
be granted. No one here at least in
public Is opposed to ultimate independence or
"when
the Filipinos are capable of
to use the phrase of com
mon speech. The difference is as to
the time "In two centuries at the
present rate of progress." said one
American. "In a generation or two
said another, while a third shrewd
observer without the conservatism of
capital Invested in the brewery or
timber or other local business, said
"The Filipinos are capable of governing themselves and maintaining peace
and progress on the Island now. And
how can we say for a certainty that
they are not unless we give them a
chance to demonstrate their capacity
As to maintaining themselves against
outside agression, that is another matlook at
ter. As for
the work of the Philippine assembly.
That throws light on the problem. If
It does not solve It."
Good Work of the Assembly.
The Philippine assembly, the legislature of the Islands, had Just adjourned. It Is composed of two houses.
The lower house consista of members
elected from the various provinces by
voters who have certain educational
and property qualifications. Its membership is, of course, entirely native.
The upper house, called the commission, Is composed of the governor general and eight commissioners, appointed by the president of the United
States. Until recently, five of this
commission were Americans and four
Filipinos.
Under President Wilson'a
administration, however, five of the
commission a majority are Filipinos.
The work of this assembly
was equal to that of legislative bodies
In other and Western lands.
It compares favorably, In discussion of measures and final decision, with the state
legislatures In America.
There was
harmony between the two houses and
each passed about the same number
of bills originating In the other house- In appropriation of money the assembly was notably careful and discriminating. Osemena, the speaker, from
Cebu, would have easily been a leader
in any legislative body, and Palma, the
senior member of the commission,
would rank among the foremost members of any upper house. The whole
assembly was characterized by fine
public spirit.
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Escalta Street, Manila.
der the American flag. The situation
changed with kaleidoscopic swiftness.
Governed for the Filipinos.
The record of the United Statea In
the archipelago can be studied with
pleasure by every American citlxen,
whatever his opinions may he aa to
the acquisition or disposition of these
Islands. It U, with one or two lamentable exceptions, a record of unselfish,
efficient, honest public service. There
has been little or no selfish exploitation. Administration has been for the
benefit of the Filipinos. Outside the
army and fortifications expenses, the
cost of the administration haa been
met by local taxation and this taxation
has been turned into the Philippine
treasury for local aervice. The Americans are amateurs in colonial govern-m-.
They lacked experience when
nt
they took up the burden here. Perhaps for these very reasons they entered upon the work with enthusiasm
and conducted It without falling Into
the grooves of ancient officialism
which mar much of the colonial government of other and older nations.
A Nation at School.
General Aguinaldo, once leader of
the Insurrection against the American
rule, now scientific farmer and
patriotic promoter of handicrafts, replying, with bis accustomed caution,
to Inquiry recently declared that more
had been done for education In fifteen
years under American rule than In all
the centuries of Spanish domination,

the principal ports. Irrigation systems have been established, agriculture has been promoted and new linea
opened up.
In the maintenance of law and order
and (he administration of Justice the
change has also been striking. The Incorruptibility of a Judiciary, representative of the best American type, has
succeeded a reign of bribery. The central penitentiary, BUibld prison, In
Manila, Is conducted on most progres
sive lines and the penal colony at lwa- hig constitutes a daring but successful
experiment in the reformatory treatment of criminals. When It is recalled
that all this and much more has
been accomplished In a tropical count
try where none of these things existed, and in 15 years, the Americans may
well. In the language of the political
platforms, "point with pride."
Nativea Want
While the dwellers In the Philippines, native and foreigner alike, agree
as to the past and the present and
unite In praising the good accomplished, there la, when the future la
considered, sharp divergence of opinion. The Filipinos, almost without exThey
ception, wish
are a unit In praising the present administration at Washington for Its extension of local
of the Philippine islands,"
aa the local phrase haa It. What form
shall take, repub- this
absolute independence, aa
j lia with

civil government. In the
Judiciary, on commissions, in the constabulary, and as soldiers, the Filipino
has shown an unexpected and growing
capacity. In this view the opponents
of Independence agreed, but Insist they
succeed only when they are under
some white man'a authority. Thomas
A. Street, formerly professor In the
law school of the University of Missouri, now member of the code committee of the Philippines, bears witness to their rapid growth In the qualities needed for successful statehood
MaJ. B. B. Buck of the regular army,
formerly commandant of cadets at Missouri, testifies to their ability aa soldiers. Indeed, the universal opinion
classes the Filipinos as the most superior of the Malayan peoples.
There are several different peoples
among the 8,000.000 Christians who
inhabit the 2,000 or more lslar.ds
making up the archipelago. Some are
in a state of barbarism little removed
from savagery. Religious antagonism.
fomented by Spanish rule, existed between Christians and Mohammedans,
but the antagonism has apparently
lessened under American control. This
religious difference. Jealousy between
the several peoples and the existence
of the wild tribes must be considered
In summing up the case for and
against Independence.
In considering the problem,
the
opinions of persons directly affected
by a change In governmental conditio na or favoring some particular
policy for partisan reasons should be
taken with due allowance for such
personal or party interest. The future of the Philippines la too big a
question to be decided by the
of business men or soldiers or
on partisan lines.
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what a great
having three or
even four sts of blankets for their
beds. In as many weights, they would
not hesitate to make the outlay for
them. The ootton or silk and cotton
blankets of June, July and August
should be washed and rebound. If
needed, and put away In their tar bags
to give place to those of ootton and
wool.
Now, the

blankets, aa all
housewives know, are most difficult
to launder perfectly, and are not always satisfactorily dry cleaned, so
every effort mnst be made to ' keep
them clean. This Is done by using
them only in the extreme cold months.
December.
January and February,
then shaking and airing them carefully, putting them away. If the upper sheet Is very long, so that It folds
over, and the spread Is used over the
blankets, they may really be used two
seasons or more without a real wash
lng being necessary.
This method prolongs the life of the
blankets and makes them always seem
new. And once in two years one may
afford to buy a new pair of blankets
to use for best or to replace those
that have grown the shabbiest in
service.
Old blankets are always In demand
In the household economy for under
blankets. Ironing board pads, scrub
rags and polishing hardwood floors,
and In a dosen other waya.
The Indian blankets offered In our
markets today are rather new. but
already In demand, especially those
of the Navajo weaving.
This tribe
numbers about 1,600 natives and they
have a million sheep on their reservations. The designs on their blankets
are geometrical as a rule, and the
colors are black, blue, red, yellow and
gray. They are warm and durable, so
are In great demand for northern
travelers and residents at the army
poets. They are also quite a dominant
note In the eastern blanket centers.
OLD
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CHICKEN

FOR

FRYING

More Economical and ss Appetizing
s Young Bird If Prepared In

This Fashion.
know that from the
old hen one can make
The
a delicious dish of fried chicken.
market price of old fowl Is always
from 4 to 6 cents less per pound than
that for the young birds; also, the
former has the better flavor.
Clean and cut up the old bird as for
stewing (this must be done in the
morning for an evening dinner), put in
stew pan two small onions, some parsley, salt to taste and a pinch of pap
Add the chicken and enough
rika.
Few

women

much-despise-

water and stew gently until tender.
Do not take the fowl from the stew
pot too soon, as herein lies the secret
of a tasty meal, but allow It to remain
In Its own Juloes until you are ready
to fry It Then remove to a platter
and lightly Hour each piece.
Have your frying pan hot; add your
butter and a few tablespoonfuls of
olive oil. Fry to a delicate brown and
serve In a bed of lettuce, with milk
dressing, or cream, if preferred.
The chicken stock will make a fine
cream of chicken soup or clear soup
for luncheon.
If the hen Is fat, there will be on the
soup etock. when cooled, a large
amount of rendered fat, which maybe
uklmmed off and used for frying potatoes, thus affording saving in lard.
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MAN

High Positions Waiting for Thos.
Who Are Competent Properly
to Fill Them.

We know a big firm In one of the
oldest and most Important Industries
In this country which has been hunting for over a year for a man to
whom to pay $16,000, and they cannot
find him, writes the editor of the
American Machinist.
We know an executive who wants
two or three men as assistants; if he
could find them In his plant he would
gladly pay them $40 a week. He has
tried a considerable number In those
positions during the past year, but
without success as yet. He feels that
he Is positively hampered by the lack
of them.
We know that there Is an active demand for $1,000 men, and we can
readily believe that there la a keen
demand for $10,000 men.
It Is remarkable that In a plant employing, nay a thousand men, there are
so few who ratse themselves above
their fellows far enough to be conspicuous to the management. And
even, of those few, not all have the
Initiative, the ginger, and faculty of
being thorough that would make them
of value as assistants to the executive. What a
to the engineer
Is the draughtsman who can do his
own thinking, and dig out the solution
of a problem somehow without constant prodding and pointing from the
boss!
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Continuous Problem.

"We sent Olayds Ann to cooking
school to get her mind off her piano
playing," said Mr. Cumrox.
"Did the plan succeed T"
"Tes. Now we're trying to persuade
her to study political economy so as
to get her mind off the cooking."

Washington Star.

Makes the laundrens happy that's Rea
Bag mu. Mekea beauulul. ell
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.

irosa

The man who talks too much haa
one advantage. No one can remember
exactly what he did say on any proposition.
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Queen Poor Conversationalist.
Queen Mary is a poor conversationalist. On some one being brought up
to her it Is said she will begin to talk
with remarkable felicity, setting the
other at ease and delighting him.
Then, all of a sudden, she suddenly

ceases, an acute silence supervenes
and the other does not know whether
to break the pause or slip away. The
fact is the queen talks well by dint of
concentration; this does not always
last until the end of the conversation,
and once the thread Is broken she
grows abstracted, thinking of something else.

tracti and kills all
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CASH PAID FOR GENUINE

The Busy Man.
Peals of laughter came from the
president's room as the secretary
stepped out
"Mr. Qreen is too busy to see you
at present," said the secretary, politely.

"I'm sorry," said the man who called
cake and bake In on business. "Will you go back and
Make a one-eground tin and cut with sharp knife. tell Mr. Oreen that I've got two stoUse this cream between and on top ries Just as good as the one he's heard,
and scatter whole preserved straw- If he'll let me In to tell them?'
berries over top If you have them :
Lived by His Charscter.
Cream Bake throe tart apples after
"That man is absolutely devoid of
coring. Scrape out Inside of apple and
beat till tt grows light colored, then character."
"What does he do?"
add a little confectioner's sugar and
"Oh, he Is a character sketch artist
beat again. Then add stiffly beaten
white of one egg and beat and add on the stage."
enough more confectioner's sugar,
DIO THE WORK
beating constantly till about the conQr.w Strong on Right Food.
sistency of heavy whipped cream. Use
It sets into
the day after making.
You can't grow strong by merely exa sort of sponge and looks like
whipped cream. The more you beat It ercising. You must have food the
kind you can digest and assimilate.
the whiter H gets.
Unless the food you eat is digested
it adds to the burden the digestive orFig Tarta.
gans have naturally to carry. This
Make and bake piecrust shells. Fill
Boll one often means a nervous breakdown.
with the following filling:
"About a year ago." writes a Mass.
cupful sugar and three teaspoontuls
water until It threads, or about six lady, "I had quite a serious nervous
as I believed, by
minutes. Pour over the beaten whites breakdown caused,
overwork and worry. I also suffered
of two eggs. Add one and
teaspoonfuls of lemon Juice, to one untold misery from dyspepsia.
"First I gave up my position, then I
cupful of chopped figs. Mix well
tried to find a remedy for my troubles,
something that would make me well
Sanca for Pudding.
and strong, something to rest my tired
Heat the whites of three eggs unUI stomach and build up my worn-ou- t
cupful of powdered
stiff, add
and brain.
sugar and the grated yellow rind of nérvea
"I tried one kind of medicine after
slowly
on
one
Pour
lemon.
a
half
another, but nothing seemed to help
cupful of boiling water, stirring all me.
the time, and the sauoe Is ready to
"Finally a friend suggested change
serve.
of food and recommended Grape-NutWith little or no faith In It. I tried a
Gray Cake.
package. That was eight months ago
cupful
one
beaten,
egg
well
On.
and I have never been without it
sugar, one teaspoonful butter, one since.
cupful milk, two cupfula flour, on.
"Orape-Nut- s
did the work. It helped
cupful walnuts, two tesspoonfuls bak- me grow strong snd well. Orape-Nut- s
ing powder, one teaspoonful vanilla. A put new life into me, built up my
very rich and Inexpensive cake.
whole system and made another woman of me!"
Fl.mlsh Salad.
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Cut up any dried Ssh or herrings Creak. Mich. Read "The Road to
Into waferllke slices, put them In a Well v Ule." In pkga. "There's a Rea- naiad bowl with potato, lettuce, cold
carrots, cut Into dloe. and a very few
rvae b.
Bv
latter r A
tint.. Tan
Pour a mayonnaise M a... nr. froaa Haa
spring onions.
tree,
ara
fell f aasaaa
aramia,
ovar this and serve.
Apple Cream Cake.
g
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS

ITEMS

LAIL
Good beds
only 50c.

lotel

J. I). Hagadorn was in town
Monday from the Rayado ranch.

Willie Livingston motored down
(rom Haton Sunday to spend the
day with his parents.
He returned Monday morning.

SUPPLY

ll
grade dentistry is mv
work guaranteed. Dr.
pro-A-

H. K. Hrennan spent Tuesdav
Locke.
and Wednesday on business ia
Maxwell.

Weber's Bakery

COMPANY

H. H. Chandler went to Trinidad, Wednesday to visit his son
For Kent: Furnished rooms suitHarvey, Jr., who is undergoing
able for light housekeeping at the
tor an ulceration in one
treatment
Antlers. Mrs. Z. A. Curtis.
of his ears.

Bakers' Goods and
Confectioners

WE SELL.

District Attorney Remley went
Meals at all hours are served at
to Katon, Monday, to attend to
Weber's Restaurant and Bakerv.
civil cases now before the court.
Geo. Sullivan was a passenger
to the county seat town Wednesday on business.

P. L. Dawson of Trinidad was
a business visitor in Cimarron on
Tuesday representing the Mason

All Kinds

Buggies

Swastika coal, the most beat for
The Rocky Mountain work train
vour money, sold by J. W. Swear
is stationed in the Cimarron Caningen.
yon with a crew of men improving
the road bed for the company.
Mr. Parker of Katon was assisting Attorney Remley several days
The News is working for you and
the past week in stenography work. the commuuity every week. What

Harness and Saddles
Lumber and Other Building Material

Hardware

do-

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants in these lines

Patronize home industry
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Restaurant and Bakery.

A. W. VASEY
Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
Sixteen Strongest and Best Companies Represented.
Let The

News Estimate On

Next Job

Your

Farming Implements

Wagons

Candy company.

are YOU, not the other fellow,
and ing for it?

of

Mrs. Crooks and two daughters
departed Thursday morning for
C. F. Remsburg of Raton spent Pueblo, Colo., where they will
Sunday on his Ute Creek ranch, spend the summer visiting with
.ooking after his stock and other Mrs, Crooks' mother.
interests at that place.

i&SSBE&aQB&BEi

All branches of the dental art
practiced. Dr. Locke.
carefully
Byron Connell came down from
visRaton, Tuesday on a pleasure
it with friends.
He will motor to
Geo. H. Webster, Jr., departed
Taos and Srnta Fe and back to Wednesday morning for the east
Raton, from where he goes to Tex- to be absent a fortnight on busias to visit a sister a tew weeks, re- ness cennected with the Uracca
turning to his home iuJChicago to ranch.
reside in the future.

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp
SiandaAd afneandeieeni Oil Xamb of the

Vorid

Mesdames Lowrey and Gallagh

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
No Odor, The Best Oil Light In Existence,

er ol E'town were in this city sev
eral days the la'ter part ol the
week on a combined

business and

pleasure trip.
C. R.' van Houten returned to
his ranch Monday from a short vis-- it
in Trinidad.
Mrs. van Houten
proceeded to Nebraska for an ex-

y

Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
as Electric, Uses Less Oil
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed

Goocl-a-Lig-

tended visit.

ht

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

Maxwell Mockeries
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Trying to keep prairie dog poison from larm animals L. R. Patterson, who works on a farm near
Maxwell, emptied the mixture into
a slop barrel from which the pigs
were given their rations, and as an
after effect several pigs died from

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices

the poisoning.
The Catholics in and near
are planning on perfecting a
permanent organization and building a house of worship.
Max-we-

NATIONAL HIGHWAYS
The people of this country are building a National Highway as a lasting
ment to a grert man.

monu-

Throngh fertile fields, thriving cities, across rivers and over mountains, the
coln Highway will extend from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Lin-

San Francisco will lie joined with New York, and the thousand cities and towns
along the way will be benefited.
Another National Highway -- The Telephone
before the Lincoln Way is readv for travel.

Way

will be opened to the Public

From New York to San Francisco the big copper wires oi the Bell System extend
in an unbroken line the broad highway of Universal Service.
This Highway, too, is a lasting monument

-

to the energy of private enterprise.

To that spirit of service that has made the Bell system one
useful corporations in the country.

of

the largest and most

In your own telephone company's territory alone the seven Mountain States
there are ho, 000 miles of long distance highways open for your messages everv dav

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
"The Corporation Different"

jl

The dry farmers east of Maxwell
in the Chico district are rejoicing
over the abundance of rain they
are receiving.

Crops

in

that

sec-

tion look good.

During the heavy storm Monday
night the headgate of the Vermejo
above Colfax was in great danger
of being damaged, but men on the
job were successful in turning the
water away while the headgate was
being put in.

Mexicans Break Prison
Word from Fort Wingate has it
that ten Mexican federal prisoners
made their escape from the stockade, but were run down by Navajo trailers and were brought back
with the exception of one Mexican,
who resisted arrest and was so
badly hurt that he had to be taken
to a Navajo bogan for medical attention. The other nine are now
confined in the bull pen at Fort
Wingate.
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We have the facilities to deliver at

times and in any quantity, clear,
cold, artificial ice.

all

pure, ice

Standing Orders Preferred

Cimarron Meat Market
Phone 47

